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1

Abstract
The 2012 World Energy Outlook highlights the importance of energy efficiency (EE)

in reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the coming decades. The objective of this study is to
explore the available energy efficient technologies for using in households, with a focus on
low income households and to assess market barriers to EE products. The study is conducted
with household appliance retail shops in GMS countries such as Cambodia, Laos PDR,
Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam. The information on availability and market barriers to EE
products is collected using questionnaire. 165 retailers in Cambodia, 69 retailers in Laos
PDR, 21 retailers in Myanmar, 54 retailers in Thailand, 37 retailers in Vietnam are randomly
selected for face to face interviews.
The results of the study show that efficient electric appliance is well known in
Thailand since 1991 as “Energy Label No.5”. Thailand has the longest history of energy
efficiency policy and is most advanced in implementation of a wide range of energy
efficiency measures, varying from mandatory energy management in large buildings and
industries, a range of financial incentive mechanisms such as direct subsidies, tax reduction
and soft loans and communication instruments such as the “Energy Label 5” for 20
appliances. The “Energy Label 5” is best known in Laos and Thailand, but has relatively low
awareness in Cambodia, Myanmar and Vietnam. The level of real understanding of what the
label means was lower in all countries. This suggests that greater effort to raise awareness of
the label and its information could help households to make better-informed purchasing
decisions.
Results of the study also show that EE products for households are available in market
in GMS countries with more than 80% of sampled retail shops in Cambodia selling EE
products such as air conditioner, refrigerator, washing machine, iron, water boiler and water
pumping. In Laos PDR, energy efficiency appliances for lighting, AC, TV, pump, fridge,
washing machines and electric kettles account for higher shares (>50%) in retail shops
compare to other appliances. For Myanmar’s case, it is interesting to note that the electric
products sold in the retailer shops are mainly energy efficient products which accounts more
than 60% of total product sold, while the products sold in the retailer shops in Thailand are
mainly energy efficient products which accounts for more than 50% of total product sold and
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in Vietnam, more than 45% of the surveyed retailer shops are now selling EE appliances, for
example, Air-conditioner, lighting equipment, refrigerator, cooking devices, washing
machine, fan and TV.
Based on the results of market survey, high price, lack of skills/knowledge,
consumers’ behaviour, and policy are the key barriers to selling EE products in GMS
countries. Energy efficient knowledge of staffs of retail shops are different among those
countries. However, many retailers have very few staffs with energy efficient knowledge and
in Cambodia, shop owners and sell staffs don’t even know the meaning of EE label.
Therefore, it is really important for producers/importers/ government agency to give support
on technique and information on energy efficiency products to wholesalers and retailers in
order to spread the message to end users. Moreover, accessibility of high efficient products is
a constraint for retail shop also because some local retailers are located far away from
populous cities and the availability on high efficient products in the retailer shop in their city
is limited also. Regarding to policy barrier, financial incentives to EE products and
environmental policies and regulations are also key barrier.
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2

Introduction
Energy efficiency (EE) means the ratio of output of performance, service, goods or

energy, to input of energy. EE improvement means an increase in energy efficiency of an
appliance due to a technological change. EE improvements offer multiple benefits, such as
reduced household energy expenditure and improved productivity, thus contributing to
economic growth, enhancing energy security and facilitating cheaper and faster energy access
to populations. The 2012 World Energy Outlook highlights the importance of EE in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in the coming decades: EE is responsible for 75% of
emissions reductions by 2020 in a 2°C temperature increase scenario (IEA, 2012). For
developing countries, EE will be important since it curbs demand growth, thereby reducing
additional power capacity needs and facilitating cheaper and faster energy access to
populations. Improved EE will also reduce energy consumption, leading to lower fossil fuel
imports for the countries. Moreover, EE can make it easier for lower income households to
pay energy bills, freeing up funds for other needs (Sarkar and Singh, 2010). Although the
adoption of EE measures has few technical challenges, and numerous energy efficient
technologies with accountable payback times do exist, there remain important non-technical
barriers, particularly at the household level. As a result, many of the potential EE gains
remain untapped.
In the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS - Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and
Vietnam), it will be the ‘new Modern Energy CONsumers’ (the MECON) i.e. people who
have access to grid electricity but who live on low incomes (USD 2-5 per day), who will be
responsible for a large share of expected increase in energy demand and thus GHG emissions.
EE products are available in the market. Despite this, non-technical barriers, such as high upfront capital costs and energy illiteracy, mean that many of these potential EE gains remain
untapped. Many of the non-technical barriers to EE deployment will be more prevalent in
low-energy households. While there have been some regional studies looking into nontechnical barriers, most studies focus on industry and there are few studies focusing on
household EE in the developing world.
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2.1

Objectives of the cost-benefit analysis
The objective of this study is to explore the available energy efficient technologies for

using in households, with a focus on low-income households and to assess market barriers to
EE products.
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3
3.1

Methodology
Specific site description

3.1.1 Cambodia
The study is conducted with household appliance retail shops in Phnom Penh City and
Siem Reap province. Phnom Penh is the capital and largest city of Cambodia and located in
the south-central region of Cambodia, at the confluence of the Tonlé Sap, Mekong, and
Bassac rivers. Situated on the banks of the Tonlé Sap, Mekong and Bassac rivers, the Phnom
Penh metropolitan area is home to about 1.5 million of Cambodia's population of over 14.8
million (Phnom Penh Municipality, 2014). The city is the wealthiest and most populous city
in Cambodia and is the country's political hub. Siem Reap is the 10th largest province in
Cambodia. With a population of 896,309, it ranks as the 6th largest in the nation. A large
portion of Siem Reap's southern border is demarcated by the Tonle Sap and as such, it is one
of the nine provinces that making up the Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve. In modern times the
province is best known as the site of Angkor and the Angkor Wat temple ruins (Wikipedia,
2014).
3.1.2 Laos PDR
Lao People’s Democratic Republic or Lao PDR in short, is located in the heart of the
Indochina, in Southeast Asia, between latitudes 14o - 22o30’ N and longitudes 100-108 o E.
Lao PDR shares a 505 km border with China to the north, 435 km border with Cambodia to
the south, 2069 km border with Vietnam to the east, 1835 km border with Thailand to the
west, and a 236 km border with Myanmar to the northwest. The country stretches 1700 km
from north to South, with an east-west width of over 500 km at its widest and only 140 km at
the narrowest point. Laos has around 1800-2400 hours of sunshine per year, rainfall 14002000 mm per year, (LSB, 2012). The atmospheric average humidity is between 54-96%.
Around 75-90% of the precipitation falls in the rainy season, from May to October, while in
the dry season, from November to April, accounts for only 10-25%. There is a sharp
difference in rainfall between regions.
The Vientiane capital city and three other provinces, namely Xieng Khouang,
Savannakhet and Champasak, were selected as the region for carrying the survey (highlighted
in green on a map in Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Map of study sites in Lao PDR
3.1.3 Myanmar
Market survey is divided into three categories, which are producer, wholesaler and
retailer. However Myanmar do not have energy efficient appliance producers and we have
got a chance to interview only four wholesalers and 21 retailers .We used face to face method
for all of the surveys. For the retailer survey, there is quite good cooperation from them
which total number of retailer survey is 21 samples as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Map of study sites in Myanmar
3.1.4 Thailand
Market survey is divided into three categories, which are producer, wholesaler and
retailer. There are at approximately 582 electric appliance producers in Thailand [3].
According to time constrains, budget, and especially cooperation from, we got only three
producers and four wholesalers from the survey. These numbers of survey cannot be analyzed
in quantity analysis but quality analysis instead by using secondary data from the study of
Ministry of Energy, Ministry of Industry and Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand
(EGAT). For the retailer survey, there is quite good cooperation from them, which total
number of retailer survey is 56 samples as shown in Fig. 3.
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Northern 7
North East 2

Central 12

West 6

East 6
Bangkok
metropolitan 17

Southern 6

Figure 3: Map of study sites in Thailand
3.1.5 Vietnam
The locations of the survey sites are shown in Fig. 4, which were selected on the basis
of full reflection of factors that affect the energy technology use in Vietnam, such as,
geographical position and socio-economic conditions. In term of geographical position, the
survey sites were selected in all three regions, North, Central and South of the country to
reflect the impact of weather and climate on the use of energy technologies. For the impact of
the socio-economic conditions, for example, household income, ethnicities, occupations,
electricity access and other infrastructure, the selection of survey sites was made from both,
rural and urban areas. In addition, market survey is divided into three categories which are
producer, wholesaler and retailer. However, due to limited time and resources, the survey was
not carried out in the mountainous areas. For the same reason, the survey was also not
conducted for the producer and wholesaler. This does not affect the accuracy of the survey
because the retailers are the last point of the supply chain where information on the energy
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technology market, for example, the availability and suitability of the technologies is
collected. Table 1 below shows the characteristics of the survey sites.
Northern Area
Hanoi, Vinhphuc
and Bac Giang

Central Area
Nghean and Hatinh

Southern Area
Binhthuan and
Baria-Vungtau

Figure 4: Map of study sites in Vietnam
Due to the novelty of the research, the complexity of the research topic and resource
constraints, a non-probability sampling strategy was adopted. While a representative sample
aims to accurately reflect the whole population, (i.e. through random, or probability,
sampling so that each retailer has an equal chance of being selected), non-probability samples
are not generalizable since they imply that some retailers are more likely to be selected than
others.
All surveys were carried out face-to-face in order to encourage a higher response rate
and higher quality responses. Table 1 below shows the characteristics of the survey sites
Table 1: Characteristics of the survey sites
Name of community/Ward
Hanoi
Bacgiang
Vinhphuc
Nghean
Hatinh
Binhthuan
Baria-Vungtau

North
x
x
x

Central

South

x
x
X
X

Rural
x
x
x
x
x
x

Urban
x
x
x
x
x
x
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3.2

Data Collection
The information on availability and market barriers to EE products is collected using

questionnaire. A review of secondary data was used in the preparation of the instruments for
the study. The questionnaire for barriers to selling energy efficient products in retail shops
was designed based on literature reviewed especially UNEP (2006). The questionnaire
comprised 7 broad headings: background information, energy efficient products, knowledge
and skill in maintenance and installation of EE products, barrier, main reason for selling EE
products, activity needed to improve selling EE products, and effective energy efficiency.
Under the barrier heading, many options related to the subject of the question were designed
for respondents to score based on their level of agreement or disagreement. A five-point
Likert1 scale was used as the scoring system to make respondents easier to rate the many
options. The average score to each option by all respondents was calculating to find out
which option obtained the higher score and thus, is more important or likely to happen. The
questionnaire contains a mix of open-ended and confined questions, which were administered
in face-to-face interviews in 2014. To verify the results of the study, consultation workshop
has been organized to discuss with national experts from relevant government institutes and
civil societies. Table 2 shows the number of samples collected in GMS countries.

1

A Likert scale is a type of psychometric response scale often used in questionnaires, and is

one of the most widely used scales in survey research. When responding to a Likert
questionnaire item, respondents specify their level of agreement to a statement.
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Table 2: The number of samples in GMS countries
Site location
Sample
Cambodia
Phnom Penh
100
Siem Reap
65
Laos PDR
Xiengkhouang
12
Vientiane Capital
40
Savannakhet
9
Champasak
8
Myanmar
Northern
2
Ayeyarwaddy Delta
3
Southern Eastern
4
Eastern
5
Central
2
Yangon
5
Thailand
Northern
6
Northeast
2
Eastern
6
Western
6
Central
12
Southern
6
Bangkok metropolitan
16
Vietnam
Northern (Hanoi, Bacgiang and Vinhphuc)
26
Central (Nghean and Hatinh)
5
Southern (Binhthuan and Baria-Vungtau)
6
Total
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4
4.1

Results and Discussion
Energy efficiency standard and label in GMS countries
In all GMS countries, efforts in developing energy efficiency policies exist, although

these are at varying stages of implementation. Thailand has the longest history of energy
efficiency policy and is most advanced in implementation of a wide range of energy
efficiency measures, varying from mandatory energy management in large buildings and
industries, a range of financial incentive mechanisms such as direct subsidies, tax reduction
and soft loans and communication instruments such as the “Energy Label 5” for 20
appliances. Cambodia, Myanmar and Laos recently developed energy efficiency strategies
and are now discussing on implementation, while Vietnam started implementation of energy
label on a range of energy efficiency appliances since 2013.
Based on the market survey in all GMS countries, the Thai “Energy Label 5” is
widely spread in the GMS region because electrical products from Thailand are available in
each country. In Vietnam, since 1 July 2013 the EE labelling has become mandatory for four
groups of products, namely, household appliances, office equipment, industrial equipment
and road transport facilities. In other GMS countries such as Cambodia, Laos PDR and
Myanmar, their own energy labelling haven’t implemented yet. Therefore, those GMS
countries rely mainly on foreign energy labels from other countries, such as Thailand, China,
European Union, US and Australia.
4.1.1 Thai “Energy Label 5”
“Label No. 5” is defined as the energy efficient label for electric appliance in
Thailand. The Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT) manages this implication
since 1991. There are three categories for Label No. 5 implementations as called “3 Es”
project which including energy efficient electric appliance, energy efficient building and
energy efficient attitude. We have found that one of these implementations that related to
MECON project is energy efficient electric appliance which the most effective way to reduce
energy consumption is replacing low quality appliances with efficient one. So far, Thailand
has been implemented “Label no. 5” on twenty electric appliances as shown in Fig. 5.
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• AC

1994
• Refrigerator

1995

• Electric
rice cooker
• Light
Luminaries

• Low loss
ballast

1996

1998

• Compact
fluorescent
lamp

2001
• Electric fan

2003

2009

2010

• Electronic
ballast for
T5
• Oscillating
fan
•T5

• T5
Luminaries
• Stand by 1
watt
• TV
• Monitor

2011
• Electric
thermal
pot

2012

2013

• Water
heater
• Washing
machine
• Iron
• Ventilation
Fan

• LED
• Florescent
replaceme
nt kit

Figure 5: Timeline for Label no. 5 for electric appliance in Thailand (Source EGAT)
List of “Label no.5” on electric appliances is as follows:
1. Refrigerator
2. Air conditioner
3. Compact Fluorescent Lamp
4. Electromagnetic Ballast
5. Electric Fan
6. Automatic Rice Cooker
7. Lighting Luminaire
8. T5
9. Electronic Ballast T5
10. Double-oscillating Fan
11. TV
12. Monitor
13. T5 Luminare
14. Electric Thermal Pot
15. Ventilation Fan
16. Water Heater
17. Electric Iron
18. Washing Machine
19. T5 Retrofit Set
20. LED
The method for raking the energy efficient for electric appliance is the number of the
label from #1 to #5, the higher number, the higher energy efficiency. Moreover, the label also
shows the average energy consumption per year (kWh/year) and the average electricity price
per year (Baht/year) as shown in Fig. 6.
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Number 5 shows “Very
good” efficiency

The reference year
when get the label
Energy consumption
(kWh/year)

Type of electric
appliance

Average electricity
generation cost (Baht/year)
Detail of electric appliance
Efficiency

EGAT

(model, capacity)

Ministry of Energy

Figure 6: Energy label no. 5 in Thailand
However, the energy label is a voluntary, therefore, some producers did not want to
show their label which is less energy efficient (below than #3). As a result, there are no #1 to
#4 but there is only #5 label in the market. This is because if there were labels which show
less energy efficient, the consumer would simply choose the higher label instead. Therefore,
their competitiveness is less than the #5 label (For more information, please see the detail at
www.dsm.egat.co.th).
4.1.2 Energy efficiency label of Vietnam
Under the National Energy Efficiency Program (VNEEP), managed by the Ministry of
Industry and Trade (MOIT), since 1 July 2013 the EE labelling has become mandatory for
four groups of products, namely, household appliances, office equipment, industrial
equipment and road transport facilities. One of these implementations that related to MECON
project is energy efficient electric appliances which include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fluorescent
Compact fluorescent
Air-conditioning
Refrigerator
Washing machine
Electric rice cooker
TV
Fan
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The EE label includes two main parts. The first part is to identify the EE products and
the second one is used for rating energy saving (Fig. 7).

EE identification label

EE rating label

Figure 7: EE Label in Vietnam
According to the rating label, the products are ranked on a scale of 1 to 5 stars,
where a rating of 5 stars is the highest efficiency level and 3 stars is average. The label also
shows consumers the average energy consumption per year (kWh/year) and the energy
efficiency as shown in Fig. 7.
4.2

Energy Efficiency Appliance Market in GMS Countries
The objective of this section is to describe and discuss the results from market survey

in each participating country on the availability and spread of EE technology, technology
knowledge levels and the availability of skilled labour for installing and maintaining energy
efficient technologies. The market survey is supposed to collect the information from
electrical appliance producer, wholesaler and retailers. However, Thai research team is only a
participating country that can collect the information from producer, wholesaler and retailer
because those target groups are available in Thailand, while other GMS countries, such as
Cambodia, Laos PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam, focus mainly on retail shops. In case of
Vietnam, lack of participating from producers and wholesalers is the obstacle to collect
information. Therefore, the information about producers and wholesalers is presented for
Thailand only.
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4.2.1 Overview of producer market in Thailand
4.2.1.1 Producer market scheme
Electric appliance producers in Thailand can be divided into 3 categories (MI, 2013)
as follows:
a) Foreign ownership
Foreign investors own these companies for 100% which big companies expanded
their business to Thai industry since 1985. This is because the Yen currency strengthened in
industrial countries such as Japan. As a result, the production cost of electric appliances was
higher. Therefore, they moved the manufacturing based to ASEAN countries where Thailand
is a very good condition. Moreover, during that time, Thai government had policy to support
foreign companies e.g. Sharp Appliances (Thailand), World Electric (Thailand), JVC
Manufacturing (Thailand), Thomson (Thailand) and Sony Siam Industry through Board of
Investment fund (BOI) in term of tax privilege
b) Joint venture
There are two categories, which are import substitution and export expansion
companies. The first one started their business in 1960. Most of them are from Japanese
based company such as National Thai, Sanyo Universal Electric, Thai Toshiba Electric
Industries, Kang Yong Electric Manufacturing and U.E.I. Hitachi and etc. While the second
one came to Thailand in 1986 for export expansion e.g. Goldstar Mitr, Thai Samsung
Electronics, Siam NEC and etc. Most of joint venture companies are belong to Thai
ownership more than 51% and the rests of the stakeholders are mainly from Japan, Taiwan
and South Korea (MFA, 2014).
c) Thai ownership
Thai people own these companies for 100%. There are three categories as following:
Large scale
These companies are not only produce the final product but also other tools and
equipment. Therefore, they have their own research and development implementation. Their
products are mainly for export.
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Medium scale
Most companies in this group are mainly produced for the domestic market, however,
there are not equipment manufacturer but imports complete knock down (CKD) from others
companies instead e.g. Chareon Somboon Industry, Chai Wanee and TRI-star.
Small scale
These companies have few productions and distributions for limited areas. These
companies are known as subcontractor in order to produce some electric components to
medium scale company.

Foreign ownership

Electric appliance
producer

Join Venture

Large scale

Thai ownership

Medium scale

Small scale
Figure 8: Type of electric appliance producer in Thailand
Most of foreign companies mainly produce for export and they are major exporter in
industry. These manufacturers are mainly from Japan, Korea, Taiwan and the Netherlands.
While join venture and Thai ownership manufacturers will focus on production for the
domestic market rather than export (MFA, 2014). Their successful on production can reduce
the electric appliance imports of Thailand as well. The small-scale manufacturers produce the
products under the trademarks of Thailand and have very little market share approximately 510 percent of the total market value (MI, 2013).
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Although the proportion of Thai ownership in the industry is relatively small but this
industry has caused a lot of domestic employment (MFA, 2014). Moreover, industry’s value
added is relatively high because the value of exports over imports as well as the use of local
raw materials.
4.2.1.2 Distribution and supply chain EE products
As mentioned earlier for producer market scheme in Thailand, there are three
categories; foreign ownership, joint venture, and Thai ownership. According to producer
interview from this study, these producers have similar product supply chain which they have
their own dealers and distribution centres around of Thailand. Their distributors will deal
with wholesaler the amount and model of the products needed then report to the market
department of the company. However, some producers also deal with the retailer as well but
this can be done with abundant of human resources or distributor center in each region which
can be seen from well-known brand. The distribution and supply chain scheme is shown in
Fig. 9.

Export
Agent

Producer

Product
Supplier/
Distributor

Wholesaler

Consumer

Equipment Supplier

Domestic
Agent

Retailer

Figure 9: Distribution scheme of electric appliance producer in Thailand
4.2.1.3 Availability of electric appliance in Thailand
a) Number of EE technology producers in Thailand
As mentioned earlier that there are many types of electric appliance producers in
Thailand. Unfortunately, the numbers of those producers are not available according to the
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ownerships. In 2013, there are 582 producers in Thailand which can be divided into three
categories according to the survey of Ministry of Industry (MI, 2013) as shown in Fig. 10.
Manufacture
of domestic
electric
appliances
17%
Manufacture
of domestic
electrothermi
c
13%

Manufacture
of domestic
non-electric
cooking and
heating
equipment
70%
Figure 10: Number of electric appliance producers in Thailand

However, some of 582 producers have EE products. As of 2013, from the historical
data of EGAT (EGAT, 2013) and Ministry of Industry (MI, 2014) there are 191 energy
efficient product producers which is approximately 33% of total electric appliance producers
in Thailand as shown in Fig. 11.

EE producer
33%

Electric
appliance
producers
67%
Figure 11: Share of EE producers in Thailand in 2013
It is clearly that EE producers in Thailand take and account less than a half of total
electric appliance producers as shown in Fig. 12. This is because the big market shares of low
energy efficient with cheap price from abroad mainly from China (MFA, 2014). Some
producers as well know brand have both energy efficient and non-energy efficient e.g.
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Toshiba, LG, Panasonic, Hitachi, LG, Samsung and etc. They have big market share of
electric appliance product sold for every income level. In the other hand, there are some of
foreign producers from China, Taiwan and Japan that export their specific products to
Thailand, which they are verified and get energy label no.5. However, these producers will
produce the equipment according to the regulations of importer countries.

Number of EE Producers

160

141

140
120
100
80
60

40

21

20

9

10

3

4

3

3

2

2

5

6

8

11

0
1

2

Number of EE product category
Figure 12: Number of EE product categories according to EE producer
From 191 producers, it was found that there are only two producers which are
Panasonic and Toshiba that have eleven electric appliance categories as shown in Fig. 13.
Most of EE producers have only one product that gets energy label no. 5 which accounts at
approximately 141 producers or 73.8% of total EE producers. The number of total EE
producers according to electric appliance category is shown in Fig. 14.
It was found that TOP 5 of largest EE products are air conditioning, electric fan, water
heater, CFL, and TV which take an account at 58 41, 36, 22, and 19 producers, respectively.
There are mainly foreign ownership companies that expand their production capacity in
Thailand because the low wage of labour, good location and cheap electricity price when
compare to other neighbouring countries.
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Figure 13: Number of EE producers according to electric appliance category in 2013 (EGAT,
2013)
b) Number of EE appliances produced/sold by EE producers
Due to lack of cooperation from producers for interviewing in this study we collected
the available data of electric appliance production, import and export from Ministry of
Industry. There are only six electric appliance available data, which are refrigerator, AC, fan,
rice cooker, TV and washing machine as following:
Number of electric appliance produced
From Fig. 14 shows the number of electric appliance produced by type during 20072013. The trend of every electric appliance production has increased except CRT TV. This is
because the TV market trend focuses on more LCD. Refrigerator, AC, fan, rice cooker, TV
LCD and washing machine production have increased at approximately 6.94%, 10.42%,
2.56%, 6.66%, 18.82%, and 17.16% per year, respectively.
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Figure 14: Number of electric appliance produced by type during 2007-2013[3]
Number of import and export electric appliance by type
Although, there are abundant of electric appliance productions, Thailand also imports
these electric appliances to the country but very few proportions less than 1% of total
products (including refrigerator pro, AC, fan, rice cooker, and TV). However, the import
trend of washing machine has increased at approximately 3.59% per year of total production
as shown in Fig. 15. This is because some of modern washing machine models manufacturing
are based on other countries e.g. Japan and South Korea.
While there are few number of imports compare to their productions, export trends for
has increased every year at approximately refrigerator, AC, fan, rice cooker, TV LCD and
refrigerator at approximately 6.9%, 9.3%, 3.1%, 16.5%, 10.9% and 18.5% per year as shown
in Fig. 16.
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Figure 15: Number of import electric appliance by type during 2007-2013[3]
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Figure 16: Number of export electric appliance by type during 2007-2013 (MI, 2013)
Number of Energy label No.5 by EE appliances
As mentioned earlier about type of EE products in Thailand in Section 4.1.1, there are
20 electric appliances that get energy label no.5 (as of 2013). Unfortunately, from electric
appliance producer survey, there are only three producers who cooperated for interview.
Therefore, there is not enough data to assess the EE appliance sold in the country from
surveying. Fortunately, with the great cooperation from Electricity Generating Authority of
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Thailand and Ministry of Energy, there are available data of amount of label no.5 according
to type of electric appliance as shown in Fig. 17.
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Figure 17: Number of energy label No. 5 for each electric appliance during 1995-2013 (MI,
2013)
During 1995-2013, the number of energy label No.5 has increased every year except
the year 2006, 2009 and 2013 that dropped at 10.7%, 23.8% and 37.8%, respectively. This is
because the affect or prior these years have got large amount of energy label and their stocks,
therefore, the year after has less numbers of energy label. In 2012, there was a huge increased
at approximately 41.2% because new electric appliance were introduced during that time
which are water heater, ventilation fan, iron and washing machine. Moreover, it was found
that compact fluorescent, electronic ballast and refrigerator rank the first, second and the third
share of energy label NO.5 during 1995-2013.
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4.2.2 Overview of wholesaler market in Thailand
4.2.2.1 Wholesaler market scheme
There are two categories of wholesalers in Thailand, which are single product
wholesaler and multi products wholesaler as following:
a) Dealer
This wholesaler is defined as a dealer who is responsible to sell the product from the
company. There will be dealers in many areas in each region or city around of Thailand. The
products are mainly high price electric appliance such as washing machine, air conditioning,
refrigerator and etc. They will have some product model in the shop which they do not have
many stocks. This is because the high cost investment. Once there are any orders from
retailers that the wholesalers do not have stocks, they will order from the company then will
deliver to customers later as shown in Fig. 18.
Retailer 1

Company
supplier

Wholesaler
(Dealer)

Retailer 2

Retailer n
Figure 18: Dealer scheme for electric appliance distribution (source: in this study)
b) Multi products wholesaler
This category has many products and brands in the shop. There are many models,
which depends on order from the retailers. However, most of the products are mainly medium
to low price such as electric water heater, rice cooker, fan, electric kettle and etc. This is
because the high price electric appliances as mentioned in Section (a) are sold by dealer
instead. Some wholesalers have the office centre in Bangkok where distribute products to
retailer shops in each region later as shown in Fig. 19.
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Wholesaler in
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Retailer 2

Retailer n
Figure 19: Multi products wholesaler scheme (source: in this study)
4.2.2.2 Availability of electric appliance
There is availability of electric appliance for wholesalers. This is because wholesaler
can access directly to the producers, which are non-energy efficient and energy efficiency
products. It depends on the market strategic of the wholesalers for energy efficiency products
sold in the shop. Most of availability electric appliances products of multi products
wholesaler are fan, rice cooker, iron, water boiler and lamps, TV, cooking appliance. For that
high price electric appliances can be found from the dealer because it is a representative
supplier of the company products with many choices of models.
4.2.2.3 Knowledge and skill of staffs and customers to efficient products
Based on the survey result, most of the staffs have vocational training degree at
approximately 75% and another 25% has primary school degree. As a result, it has shown
that the knowledge and skill of staffs to efficient products are intermediate while most of
customer knowledge on EE products is good.
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4.2.2.4 Key barriers to selling energy efficiency technology for households
The results of key barriers to selling energy efficiency technology is shown in the Table 3
Table 3: Barrier to selling EE technology for household
Don't know

4

Strongly
agree
5

Average
Score

2

0

1

0

3

0

1

1

1

0

3.25

1

0

0

3

0

0

3.25

Uncertainty regarding the quality
Customers’ behavior

1

0

1

1

1

0

3.25

Customers are not familiar with EE technologies
The price is higher compared to non-efficient
technologies
Customers don’t care about environment, they care
about the price of EE technology
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of
energy efficiency
Knowledge/Skills
It is difficult to access to external technical
information and expertise
Lack of skills for adequate marketing of more
efficient products
Lack of skills for maintaining and installing EE
products
Limited labor availability for maintaining and
installing EE products
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of
energy efficiency
Policy
There is a lack of policies, procedures and systems in
our company
Insufficient market transparency by the lack of EE
labeling

1

0

3

0

0

0

2.5

0

0

2

1

1

0

3.75

0

1

1

1

1

0

3.5

0

0

0

2

2

0

4.5

0

1

1

2

0

0

3.25

0

2

0

2

0

0

3

1

1

1

1

0

0

2.5

1

1

2

0

0

0

2.25

1

0

1

1

1

0

3.25

1

0

0

2

1

0

3.5

0

1

0

2

1

0

3.7

Lack of norms /standards for electrical appliances

0

0

2

0

2

0

4

Lack of government EE&C policy/strategy
The government does not provide financial incentives
to selling/importing/utilizing of energy efficient
technology
Environmental policies and legislation relating to EE
are weak
Authorities are not strict in enforcing energy
efficiency and environmental regulations

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.25

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.25

0

0

0

1

3

0

4.75

0

0

0

1

3

0

4.75

Detail
Management
There is a lack of coordination between different
sections within our shop
There is a lack of coordination between external
organizations
Benefits of selling energy efficient technologies are
not quantifiable

Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

1

0

1

Top 5 main barriers for selling EE products of wholesalers are lack of environment
policy and legislation relating to EE (4.75), less enforcing energy efficiency and environment
regulation (4.75), lack of awareness of importance of energy efficiency (4.5), insufficient
financial incentives to selling/importing/utilizing of energy efficient technology and EE&C
policy and strategy (4.25), and lack of standard for electrical appliance (4.00). It was found
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that the main barriers are from lack of EE policy and incentives of the government as well as
consumer behaviour.
4.2.2.5 Main drivers of selling energy efficiency technology for households
The results of key drivers of selling energy efficiency technology are presented in the
Table 4. According to survey, it was found that the TOP 5 main drivers are tax reduction
(5.75), technical support from the government (5.5) as well as from technical (5.25) and
financial support from the NGOs (5.00). Moreover, the need for increasing environment
concerns on reduced greenhouse gas emission and other emissions (5.00) are important for
driving wholesalers of selling EE products.
Table 4: Main drivers of selling energy efficiency technology for households
Strongly
disagree

Strongly
agree

Don't know

Average Score

3

0

4.75

3

0

5.00

0

3

0

5.00

0

1

2

0

4.75

1

1

0

2

0

4.00

0

1

1

2

0

0

3.50

0

0

2

0

2

0

3.75

0

1

0

1

2

0

4.75

Improved relations with customers

0

1

0

2

1

0

4.50

Improved staff pride / morale

1

0

0

2

1

0

4.25

Expand business into new areas

0

1

1

1

1

0

3.75

Long-term strategy for energy efficiency

0

1

0

1

2

0

4.75

Profitable business
Competition

0

1

0

1

2

0

4.75

International competition

0

0

1

2

1

0

4.25

Distinguish business from competitors

0

1

0

3

0

0

4.25

Consumer attraction

0

1

1

0

2

0

4.00

Local competition
Support

0

1

1

0

1

0

2.75

Subsidy from government

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.50

Tax reduction

0

0

0

0

4

0

5.75

NGOs financial support

0

0

0

3

1

0

5.00

Technical support from government

0

0

0

1

3

0

5.50

Technical support from NGO

0

0

0

2

2

0

5.25

Technical support from EE product producer

0

0

0

2

2

0

5.25

Detail

1

2

3

4

5

Reduced energy consumption

0

0

1

0

Reduced greenhouse gas emissions

0

1

0

0

Reduced other emissions (e.g. SOx, NOx)

0

1

0

Improved overall environmental performance
Improved compliance with corporate
environmental targets
Company Reputation and Profitability

0

1

0

Improved reputation / recognition of the shop
Improved health and safety of consumers
Improved compliance with governmental
regulations on EE&C

Environmental Concern
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4.2.2.6 Key successful for improve of selling EE products

The results of the need to improve the activity of selling energy efficiency technology
are presented in the Table 5.
Table 5: Key successful for improve of selling EE products
Detail
Training courses on
Energy efficient
technologies/benefit
Environmental / Energy
management systems
Kyoto Protocol / Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM)
Maintenance and installation of
EE products
Information on:
Energy efficient technologies
Environmental / Energy
management systems
Energy monitoring instruments
Government policies / legislation /
fiscal incentives
Benchmarking data
Kyoto Protocol / Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM)
Others
Loans / subsidies for energy
efficiency technology
Discounted / free expert’s advice
Energy efficiency programs to
participate in
Directory with energy contacts
(technology providers, energy
experts, financers, government
agencies etc.)
EE product business networks
Newsletters with energy
developments
“Energy Fair” (with technology
providers, advisors etc.)

Strongly
disagree
1

Don't know

4

Strongly
agree
5

Average
Score

2

3

0

0

1

0

3

0

4.75

0

0

1

0

3

0

4.75

0

0

1

2

1

0

4.25

0

1

0

2

1

0

4.50

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.50

0

0

2

1

1

0

3.50

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.50

0

0

0

2

2

0

5.25

0

0

0

1

3

0

5.50

0

0

0

1

2

1

4.25

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.50

0

0

0

1

3

0

5.50

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.50

0

0

0

1

3

0

5.50

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.50

0

0

1

1

2

0

4.50

0

0

0

1

3

0

5.50

It was found that the TOP 5 keys successful for improve of selling EE products are
mainly the supports on information such as free expert’s advice (5.5), energy fair (5.5),
benchmarking data (5.5) as well as the directory with energy contacts (technology providers,
energy experts, financers, government agencies etc.) (5.5), and government policies and fiscal
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incentives (5.25). These keys successful will provide wholesalers on the EE information
products, which they can deliver to their customers.
4.2.3 Retailer market in GMS countries
4.2.3.1 General information
In the GMS countries, electric appliances in some countries such as Cambodia, Laos
PDR and Myanmar are mostly imported from other countries, mainly from neighboring
countries Thailand, China and Vietnam. Thailand plays an important role in producing
electric appliances for export to neighboring countries Cambodia, Laos PDR, and Myanmar.
Although electric appliances for household can be produced in Vietnam, Thai electric
appliances can also be found in Vietnam.
Retail shops for selling electric appliances in GMS countries can be classified into 3
groups which are small, medium and large scale based on the number of employees:
1. Small scale shop has less than 5 employees
2. Medium scale shop has 5-10 employees
3. Large scale shop has more than 10 employees
Based on the classification above, Fig. 20 clearly indicates that the small retail shops
account for largest share with 86% of total retail shops in Cambodia, 60% in Laos PDR, 76%
in Myanmar, 79% in Thailand and 51% in Vietnam, while the large and medium scales come
2nd or 3rd share in those GMS countries. It clearly reflects the actual situation in GMS
countries that most retailers are small scale business which are mainly characterised by the
family owned shops with 80% of total ownership in Cambodia, 68.9% in Laos PDR, 85.7%
in Myanmar, 73% in Thailand and 43.24% of total ownership in Vietnam (Fig.21).
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Figure 20: Number of employees of selected retailers in GMS countries
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Figure 21: Percentage of business types in GMS countries
4.2.3.2 Availability of electric appliance
Fig. 22 shows main products of interviewed retail shops in GMS countries. Since
there are hundreds of retailers in GMS countries, different types of retailers had to be chosen
to conduct face to face interview. Retail shops are classified into 11 types as shown in Fig.
22. Usually, most of electric appliance retailers in GMS countries sell mixed types of
household appliances, with dominated by the certain product types. More than 40% of total
sampled retailers are selling fan, lighting and cooking devices as their main products in
Cambodia, while cooking appliances are available in 79% of the interviewed retail shops in
Laos PDR, followed by 60% of the shops selling hot water heater and so on. For Myanmar’s
case, the main electric appliances found in the selected retail shops are air conditioner, TV,
fan, cooking appliance, refrigerator and lighting appliances, which account for more than
50% of total retail shops. In Thailand, the main products selling in selected retail shops are
fan, cooking appliance, TV, and iron, which these products are generally found more than
50% of total retailer shops, while the most popular electric appliances in the retailer shops in
Vietnam are refrigerator, Air-conditioner, fan, TV and washing machine, which more than
65% of the surveyed retailer shops are selling these products, followed by cooking devices
and lighting equipment with more than 45% of the surveyed retailer shops having these
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products for sale. Based on the results of the study, cooking appliances, electric fan, TV and
lighting appliances are widely and heavily used in GMS countries.
Fig. 23 shows percentage of energy efficient products sold in sampled retail shops in
GMS countries. To identify energy efficient products selling in retail shops, several energy
efficient labels are printed to show retail shop owners during interview since we realize that
most of shop owners lack of knowledge in identifying energy efficient products. Based on
Fig. 23, in Cambodia, more than 80% of six types of retail shop such air conditioner,
refrigerator, washing machine, iron, water boiler and water pumping is selling energy
efficient products, while less than 40% of electric water heater retail shops are selling the
device with energy saving label. Energy efficient electric rice cookers are also available in
market in Cambodia.
In Laos PDR, energy efficiency appliances for lighting, AC, TV, pump, fridge,
washing machines and electric kettles account for higher shares (>50%) in retail shops
compare to other appliances. As seen from the Fig. 23, these products are either energy
consuming appliances (AC, pump, water heater, washing machine, and kettle), or common or
long lasting for daily use (lighting, AC, TV, fridge, kettle). This figure has reflected current
status of people awareness on energy saving or energy expenditures in Laos PDR. For
Myanmar’s case, it is interesting to note that the electric products sold in the retailer shops
are mainly energy efficient products which accounts more than 60% of total product sold as
shown in Fig 23.
The products sold in the retailer shops in Thailand are mainly energy efficient
products which accounts for more than 50% of total product sold as shown in Fig. 23.
However, the percent share of energy efficient products sold is less than 50% of total
products for small scale retail shops. This is because the affordability of the customers who
are mainly low income people. Moreover, it was found that the availability of the energy
efficient products of retailer shops depends on the accessibility from the wholesaler in the
region as well. There is an example of special case from retailer survey in the Southern of
Thailand, the retailer shop is very far away from the centre of the city, therefore, they can
travel only once a month to wholesaler shop which generally buy only low price of products.
This is because the cheaper products can sell faster than higher one. If there is an order of
energy efficient products, the customers have to wait another month. However, customers
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cannot be able to wait for long time because it is necessary to use the new one as soon as
possible.
The market survey in Vietnam shows that EE products are widely sold in the retailer
shops. Based on Fig. 23, more than 45% of the surveyed retailer shops are now selling EE
appliances, for example, Air-conditioner, lighting equipment, refrigerator, cooking devices,
washing machine, fan and TV. Among those, proportion of the EE products sold in the
retailer shops are 39%, 12%, 30%, 35%, 25%, 31%, 73%, 1%, 11%, 12% for Air-conditioner,
lighting equipment, refrigerator, cooking devices, washing machine, fan, TV, water boiler,
iron, electric water heater, respectively (Fig.23). Based on the results of market survey, the
availability of EE appliances in Vietnam is high in both, geographical location and product
type. It is indicated by the fact that more than 45% of the surveyed retailer shops across the
country from North to South are now selling the EE appliances (Fig. 23) and more than 25%
of the major EE household products, are available in the retailer shops (Fig.23).
As can be seen in Fig. 24, energy efficient electric rice cookers are available in every
surveyed retail shops in Myanmar and Thailand, while the appliance is being sold in 94.74%
of surveyed retail shops in Vietnam, 88.9% in Laos PDR and 71% in Cambodia. EE electric
cooing stove is available in all GMS countries but it is difficult to find in Cambodia, which
only 14% of survey shops sell the appliance. Other EE cooking appliances such microwave
stove, LPG/PNG stove, biomass stove/coal stove can also be found in the GMS countries,
except Thailand and Myanmar, where LPG/PNG stove and biomass/coal stove, respectively,
are not available in the market. This is because LPG/PNG stove and biomass/coal stove are
not popular among consumers in Thailand and Myanmar, respectively. Regarding to lighting
appliances, Fig. 25 shows that inefficient light bulbs are dominant in GMS countries’
markets. However, efficient light bulb (LED) is available in GMS countries.
Based on the results of market survey in GMS countries, EE products are available in
each country. However, these EE products, for example air-conditioner, refrigerator, washing
machine, TV, etc., are now quite expensive compared to the low income people but in the
future, together with the improvement of people’s living standards as well as decrease in the
EE product prices due to technical breakthroughs, it is expected that they will become
affordable to the poor, especially the MECON group.
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Figure 22: Main products of retail shops in GMS countries
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Figure 23: Availability of energy efficiency appliances in GMS countries
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Figure 24: Percentage of energy efficient cooking appliances in market in GMS countries
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Figure 25: Percentage of lighting appliances in GMS countries
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4.2.3.3 Skill of technical staff
Based on the market survey, the results show that technical staff of retail shops in
each country have different level of education. Fig. 26 indicates that Cambodia, Thailand and
Vietnam have higher percentage share of total retail shops with technical staff with
vocational training level, which accounts for 44% of total retail shops in Cambodia, 68% in
Thailand and 82.86% in Vietnam. In Laos PDR, 42.2% of surveyed retail shops employ staff
with high school level of education followed by vocational training level, while technical
staff with undergraduate level can be found in 50% of total retail shops in Myanmar.
According to the results of market survey, level of education of technical staff in retail shops
in GMS countries is good enough to maintain and install EE products. It can be said that
education level is not a barrier in promoting EE products. In addition, some retail shops in
each country regularly provide technical training to their staff.
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Figure 26: Percentage of education level of technical staff in GMS countries
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4.2.3.4 Key barriers to selling energy efficiency technology for households
In attempt to understand key barriers in selling EE products in GMS countries, Table
6 and 7 shows top six barriers to selling energy efficient technology for households in GMS
countries. The results clearly show that the price of EE products is higher compared to
conventional products is the main barrier among GMS countries, except Thailand. In
Thailand, the price of EE technologies is not a key barriers because most customers are well
aware of the importance of EE technologies. The main barriers in Thailand are from the
government policy and strategies which result the retailer shops have difficulties on access to
financial, and technical support information, while the key barriers to selling EE technologies
in Cambodia and Laos PDR are mainly due to the Customers’ behaviour and
Knowledge/Skills such as careless of customers on the environment, lack of awareness on the
importance of EE technologies, unfamiliar with EE technologies, and lack of technical skills.
In addition to Laos PDR’s case, most of the retail shops agree that policy supports is
significant for increasing demand on EE products in the country, particularly in term of legal
regulatory framework enforcement and incentive measures as well as intensive works in
public awareness raising campaigns. In the case of Vietnam, the key barriers are government
policies and customer’s behaviour of which the lack of authority strictness in enforcing
energy efficiency and environmental regulations is identified as a big problem from policy
perspective while the high prices of the EE products are main obstacle to customer’s
decisions on purchasing EE appliances. Government policies and customer’s behaviour are
also the key barriers in Myanmar, which are mainly due to a lack of awareness of customers
on importance of EE technologies, high price of EE products compared to conventional
products, lack of norms /standards for electrical appliances, the quality uncertainty, and a lack
of policies, procedures and systems in our shop.
Apart from customers’ behaviour and knowledge/skills of technical staff in selected
retail shops in Cambodia, knowledge of shop owner and sell staff on EE products is also low.
Most shop owners and sell staff could not understand the meaning of energy efficient label on
the products in their shop because all EE labels are presented in foreign language. It is
because they understand that other factors rather than EE information can attract their
customers. Those factors are product quality, and utter appearance and function of product.
In addition, EE product wholesalers/importers usually provide direct technical support to
customers with well-trained staff, which benefits for consumers. However, shop owner and
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sell staff have direct influence on the purchasing decision of consumers at the beginning, and
furthermore, EE products and technical service are mobilized in Phnom Penh City and three
populous provinces, which transport to the nearest purchase facility may pose a considerable
burden to low income households and thereby add to the transaction costs. As a result, the
information on EE may not be presented in a manner that is easily understandable even
though the information is available, and EE products are not available in many places in
Cambodia, which preventing electrified household from accessing to EE products. According
to IEA 2011, the information and distribution market barriers to the purchase of energy
efficient appliances often exist (IEA 2011). Regarding to policy barrier, key barrier are that
Cambodian government does not provide financial incentives to production/importation/
utilization of energy efficient technology and environmental policies and legislation relating
to EE are weak.
Table 6: Key barriers to selling energy efficiency technology for households by GMS
countries
Main Barriers
Customers don’t care about
environment, they care about the price
of EE technology
There is a lack of awareness of the
importance of energy efficiency
Limited labor availability for
maintaining and installing EE products
The price is higher compared to nonefficient technologies

Cambodia LOAS Myanmar Thailand Vietnam























It is difficult to access to external
technical information and expertise



Customers are not familiar with EE
technologies
Lack of government EE&C policy and
strategy
Lack of skills for maintaining and
installing EE products
Lack of norms /standards for electrical
appliances



















Uncertainty regarding the quality



There is a lack of policies, procedures
and systems in our shop
Environmental policies and legislation
relating to EE are weak
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Authorities are not strict in enforcing
energy efficiency and environmental
regulations
The government does not provide
financial incentives to
selling/importing/utilizing of energy
efficient technology







Table 7. Key barriers to selling energy efficiency technology for households
Customers’ Behavior
Customers don’t care about environment, they care about the price of EE technology
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of energy efficiency
Customers are not familiar with EE technologies
Skills/Knowledge
Limited labor availability for maintaining and installing EE products
The price is higher compared to non-efficient technologies
It is difficult to access to external technical information and expertise
Lack of skills for maintaining and installing EE products
Policy
Lack of government EE&C policy and strategy
Lack of norms /standards for electrical appliances
There is a lack of policies, procedures and systems in our shop
Environmental policies and legislation relating to EE are weak
Authorities are not strict in enforcing energy efficiency and environmental regulations
The government does not provide financial incentives to selling/importing/utilizing of energy
efficient technology
Management
Uncertainty regarding the quality
4.2.3.5 Main drivers of selling energy efficiency technology for households
Six main drivers of selling energy efficiency technology for households in GMS
countries are presented in Table 8 by ranking from number 1 to 6. According to survey
results, reducing energy consumption is the main driver of selling energy efficiency
technology in Cambodia and Myanmar because consuming less energy can attract customers,
especially for high energy-consumed appliances such as refrigerator and air conditioner.
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Technical support from EE product producers is the main driver of selling EE products in
Thailand because the technical support from EE product can help retailer for expand their
business into new areas which can increase the local competition level from another retailer
shop as well. For Laos PDR, consumer attraction and requirement is the main driver since
many customers are aware of Thai EE label 5, while improved overall environmental
performance is the main reason for selling EE technologies in Vietnam because
environmental law enforcement is strong and retail shops are encouraged to sell EE products.
Based on Table 8, it clearly indicates that the purpose of selling energy efficiency
technology for households in GMS countries is to attract customers and comply with
environmental regulation in order to strengthen relations with customers to improve their
reputation among customers and competitors.
Table 8: Main drivers of selling energy efficiency technology for households in GMS
countries
Ranking
1

Cambodia
Reduced energy
consumption

Laos PDR
Consumer
attraction and
requirement

Myanmar
Reduced
energy
consumption

2

Improved
relations with
customers

Distinguish
business from
competitors

Reduced other
emissions (e.g.
SOx, NOx)

3

Improved overall
environmental
performance
Profitable
business

Profitable
business

Expand
business into
new areas
Distinguish
business from
competitors

4

5

6

Consumer
attraction and
requirement
Improved
compliance with
corporate
environmental
targets

Improved
reputation /
recognition of
the shop
Local
competition
Reduced
energy
consumption

Reduced
greenhouse
gas emissions
Improved
overall
environmental
performance

Thailand
Technical
support from EE
product
producer
Expand business
into new areas

Improved staff
pride / morale

Vietnam
Improved overall
environmental
performance
Improved
compliance with
corporate
environmental
targets
Reduced energy
consumption

Long-term
strategy for
energy
efficiency
Profitable
business

Reduced
greenhouse gas
emissions

Distinguish
business from
competitors

Reduced other
emissions (e.g.
SOx, NOx)

Consumer
attraction

4.2.3.6 Key successful for improving of selling EE products
During the market survey, retail shop’s representative was asked about the key
successful for improving of selling EE products in their shop. Useful activities for improving
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of selling EE products are categorised into three categories: training/course on, information
on, and others (Table 9). In the training/course category, maintenance and installation of
energy efficiency products is the useful training activity for improving of selling EE products
in Cambodia and Thailand followed by energy efficient technologies/benefits, while in
Myanmar and Vietnam, training on energy efficient technologies/benefits is the main key
successful activity and maintenance and installation of energy efficiency products is the
second useful training activity. In the information category, the key information for
improving selling energy efficient products in GMS countries is energy monitoring
instruments, benchmarking data, energy efficient technologies, and Kyoto Protocol / Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM). Other activities such as participating in energy efficiency
program, EE product business networks, discounted / free expert’s advice, and energy fair
and newsletters are useful for improving of selling energy efficient products in Cambodia,
Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam.
For Laos PDR’s case, tax reduction is the most important activity to improving of
selling energy efficient followed by reducing the cost of EE products and technical support
and advice from producers and expert (Table 10).
Table 9: Key successful for improving of selling energy efficient products in GMS countries
Useful activities
Training / courses on:
Maintenance and Installation of energy
efficiency products
Energy efficient technologies/benefits
Environmental / Energy management
systems
Kyoto Protocol / Cleaner Development
Mechanism (CDM)
Information on:
Energy monitoring instruments
Environmental / Energy management
systems
Benchmarking data
Energy efficient technologies
Government policies / legislation / fiscal
incentives
Kyoto Protocol / Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM)
Others:

Average Score
Cambodia Myanmar Thailand Vietnam
3.92

3.95

3.54

4.73

3.72

4.15

3.61

4.22

3.68

3.9

3.46

4.14

3.2

3.76

3.13

4

3.87

3.81

3.34

4.3

3.62

3.67

3.45

4.08

3.53
3.39

3.86
3.81

3.38
3.73

4.05
4.51

3.39

3.62

3.63

3.95

3.38

4

3.36

3.7
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Energy efficiency programs to participate in
Newsletters with energy developments
“Energy Fair” (with technology providers,
advisors etc.)
Discounted / free expert’s advice
EE product business networks
Directory with energy contacts (technology
providers, energy experts, financers,
government agencies etc.)
Loans / subsidies for energy efficiency
technology

4.04
3.63

3.58
3.74

3.32
3.68

4.39
4.19

3.61

3.79

3.75

3.89

3.58
3.57

3.84
3.84

3.36
3.55

3.78
4.38

3.5

3.74

3.46

3.59

3.39

3.83

3.38

3.76

Table 10: Key successful for improving of selling energy efficient products in Laos PDR
Average
Useful activities
score
Information and training course
Narrow down the cost gap between EE and conventional products
4.14
Proved of using energy efficient products
4.03
Advertisement on the important of energy saving or energy
efficiency
4.01
More reliable and skillful technical people on maintenance and
installation of EE products
3.7
Policy support
Tax reduction
4.45
Technical support from producer
4.06
Loans / subsidies for energy efficiency technology
3.67
NGOs financial support
2.87
Others
Discounted / free expert’s advice
4.19
Energy Fair (with technology providers, advisors etc.)
4.04
Directory with energy contacts (technology providers, energy
experts, financers, government agencies etc.)
3.8
Delivery, install and maintenance service
3.75
EE product business networks
3.7
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5

Conclusions
This study was conducted in GMS countries such as Cambodia, Laos PDR, Myanmar,

Thailand and Vietnam. The study was conducted with EE product producers, wholesalers and
retailers in Thailand and Myanmar and only retailers in Cambodia, Laos PDR and Vietnam.
The results of the study show that efficient electric appliance is well known in
Thailand since 1991 as “Energy Label No.5”. However, the price of those appliances with
label is more expensive than conventional technology, which can’t be afforded by some low
income households without financial support from relevant responsible organization. The
results also indicate that most of high energy consumption products such as air conditioning,
washing machine, refrigerator and water heater are energy efficient products and available in
every shop in Thailand. It is because these products consume higher energy than other
household electric appliances, therefore, customers emphasize more on electricity bill even
the high initial cost is quite more expensive than non-energy label products. That is the
reason why electric appliance producers in Thailand are familiar and interested to expand
their business on energy efficient market because it can increase the company reputation as
well as competition with other companies. However, wholesaler and retailer in GMS
countries are one of the key factors for promoting for energy efficient products.
Based on the results of market survey, energy efficient products are available in GMS
countries. However, high price, lack of skills/knowledge, consumers’ behaviour, and policy
are the key barriers to selling EE products in GMS countries. Energy efficient knowledge of
staffs of retail shops are different among those countries. However, many retailers have very
few staffs with energy efficient knowledge and in Cambodia, shop owners and sell staffs
don’t even know the meaning of EE label. Therefore, it is really important for
producers/importers/government agency to give support on technique and information on
energy efficiency products to 2nd wholesalers and retailers in order to spread the message to
end users. Moreover, accessibility of high efficient products is a constraint for retail shop also
because some local retailers are located far away from populous cities and the availability on
high efficient products in the retailer shop in their city is limited also.
Financial support can encourage the energy efficient deployment for both producer,
wholesalers, retailers and customers. If customers have enough knowledge on energy
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efficiency with the adequate financial support, therefore, there is a demand on high quality
products which affect to electric appliance market as a whole. Perception on high efficient
products is important in order to increase the demand in the market. Moreover, simplificative
communication on high efficient products is required for low income customers in order to
encourage the change of customers’ perspective on their energy use behaviour. Regarding to
policy barrier, financial incentives to EE products and environmental policies and regulations
are also key barrier.

6
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Annex I
Questionnaire for EE Technology Producer

MECON aims to improve our understanding of the opportunities and barriers to
increasing EE amongst new modern energy consumers in the GMS. The research will
establish a robust evidence base on energy use, EE technologies and policies in the region and
will focus on the energy resources and technologies that are used by new modern energy
consumers, including household electricity use for lighting, heating, cooling, and appliances,
as well as fuels for cooking and personal transport, such as motorbikes.
For this research, we are going to collect the survey to collect the information for Task
2 which is focused on availability and rollout of energy efficiency technologies for household
use electricity for lighting, heating, cooling, and appliances; fuels for cooking and transport)
per participating country.
It should be noted that all the information will be kept highly confidential and will in
no way be tied to you or your company. In order to have a high quality and reliable results for
this research, we will be very grateful if you answer all questions to the best of your ability.

7.1
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I) Section I: General Information
Please fill in the table below:
(We would like to know a little bit about your company and yourself)
1) Basic information about your

Company name: ………………………………

company

…………………………………………………
Address: ………………………………
…………………………………………………
Country:
Fax:
Tel:
Website:

2) Short description about your company ……………………………………………………
(products/services):

……………………………………………………

3) Contact information of the

Name:

respondent:

Position:
Email:
Fax:
Tel:

4) First year of operation
5) Type of business

 Family-based business
 Privately owned
 Government owned
 Part of international corporation
 Other, specify:……………………………….

6) Number of employees

 Less than 2
2–5
5–8
 8 – 10
 More than 10
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 Non
7) Main products

1)……………………………………………..

(1=Air Conditioner, 2=TV, 3=Fan,

2)……………………………………………..

4=Cooking Appliance, 5=Refrigerator,

3)……………………………………………..

6=Electric Water Heater, 7=Washing

4)……………………………………………..

Machine, 8=Iron, 9=Water Boiler

5)……………………………………………..

8) Main brand of products produced in

………………………………………………….

your company

…………………………………………………
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II) Energy Efficiency Products
(We would like to know about energy efficient products at your company)

1) What are Company’s energy efficient products for household produced in your company?
(Interviewer/enumerator should request list of EE products for household produced in the company or collect all
EE product brochures at the company and fulfill in the table below later) (Please see the table below)

2.1 Please provide the information below about air Conditioning
QUESTION

ANSWER

1) What is the type of air
conditioners producing in your
company?
(Note: you may tick more than one)

 Conventional
 Inverter/Efficient

2) What is the percentage of each
product type produced in your
company?

 Conventional:_________________%
 Inverter/Efficient:_____________________%

3) What are the capacities of each
air conditioning type produced in
your company?

Conventional:
 9000 BTU, Rank:………..
 12000 BTU, Rank:…..…..
 15000 BTU, Rank:…..…..
(Note: please rank the capacity of air
 25000 BTU, Rank………..
conditioning type based on the best
 Others……………….……
sold product)
4) If applicable, what energy
efficient quality labels may be
found on the air conditioning
products produced in your shop?
(Please write the most popular label
first and so on)
5) What was the total number of
energy efficient air conditioning
products produced in your
company in the past five years?
(If possible)

Inverter/Efficient:
 9000 BTU, Rank:……..
 12000 BTU, Rank:…....
 15000 BTU, Rank:..…..
 15000 BTU, Rank:…....
 Others……….…………

1) …………………………; 2) ……………………………..
3) …………………………; 4) …………………………….

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013
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2.2 Please provide the information below about lighting devices
QUESTION

ANSWER

1) What types of lighting

1)  Incandescent light bulbs

devices are produced in

2)  Fluorescent lamps

your company?

3)  Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs)

(Note: you may tick more than 4)  Light-emitting diode lamps (LED)
one)
2) What is the percentage of
each type of lighting
product produced in your
company?

5)  Other
1)  Incandescent light bulbs………………………….%
2)  Fluorescent lamps ………………………….%
3)  Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs) ……………….%
4)  Light-emitting diode lamps (LED) ……………………….%
5)  Other ………………………….%
Incandescent light bulbs
 40W

3) What is the power of the

 60W

 80 W

100

 Other…

 36W

 40W  Other…

Fluorescent lamps

best-selling lighting

 17W

 20W

products in your

Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs)

company?

 8W

 12W

 15W

 25W

 Other…

 25W

 Other…

Light-emitting diode lamps (LED)

1) What was the total number

 4W

 7W

2009

2010

 10W
2011

2012

2013

of EE lighting products
produced in your company
in the past five years? (if
possible)
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2.3 Please provide the information below about refrigerator

QUESTION

ANSWER

1) What types of fridges are
produced in your company?
(Note: you may tick more than

 Conventional
 Efficient

one)
2) What is the percentage of
each product type produced

 Conventional:_________________%
 Efficient:_____________________%

in your company?
3) What are the annual energy
consumption and
percentage of the bestselling refrigerators in your
company?

Conventional:

Efficient:

Rank1:……………..kW/hr

Rank1:……………..kW/hr

:……………….%
Rank2:…………….. kW/hr
:……………...%
Rank3:…………….. kW/hr

(Note: please rank the annual

:……………..%

:……………….%
Rank2:…………….. kW/hr
:……………...%
Rank3:…………….. kW/hr
:……………..%

energy consumption based on
the best sold product)
(Note: the data can be
available on a product or
brochure)
4) What capacities of the best-

Conventional:

Efficient:

selling refrigerators are

Rank1:……………..cu ft.

Rank1:…………….. cu ft.

produced in your company?

Rank2:……………..cu ft.

Rank2:…………….. cu ft.

Rank3:……………..cu ft.

Rank3:…………….. cu ft.

(Note: please rank the capacity
of fridge type based on the
best-selling product)
(Unit of capacity can be either
litres or cubic feet. It needs to
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convert to cubic feet: 100
litres=3.53cubic feet)
1) ……………………………; 2) ………………………..

1) If applicable, what energy
efficient quality labels may

3) ……………………………; 4) ………………………..

be found on the product
produced in your company?
(Please write the most popular
label first and so on)
5) What was the total number

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

of EE fridge products
produced in your company
in the past five years? (If
possible)

2.4 Please provide the information below about cooking devices
QUESTION

ANSWER

1) What are the main types
of cooking devices
produced in your
company?
(Note: can choose more
than one)

 Electric rice cookers,
 Microwave stove
 Coal stove

 Electric cooking stove
 LPG/PNG stove
 biomass stove

Electric rice cookers
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Electric cooking stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Microwave stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

LPG/PNG stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Biomass stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Coal stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Electric rice cookers (kWh)
Conventional:………………….

Electric cooking stove (kWh)
Conventional:………………….

2) What is the percentage
of each type of cooking
device produced in your
company?

3) What is the annual
energy consumption of
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each type of cooking
devices produced in your
company?
(Note: please rank the
annual energy consumption
based on the best-selling
product)

4) What is the efficiency of
cooking devices
produced in your
company?

Efficient:………………………

Efficient:………………………

Microwave stove (kWh)
Conventional:………………….
Efficient:………………………

LPG/NG stove (kg/hr)
Conventional:………………….
Efficient:………………………

Biomass stove (kg/hr)
Conventional:………………….
Efficient:………………………

LPG stove (kg/hr)
Conventional:………………….
Efficient:………………………

Electric rice cookers
Conventional:………………%

Electric cooking stove
Conventional:………………%

Efficient:…………………...%

Efficient:…………………...%

Microwave stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

LPG/PNG stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Biomass stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Coal stove
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%

Electric rice cookers
1) ………………………………; 2) ………………………………..
3) ………………………………; 4) ………………………………..

5) If applicable, what
energy efficient quality
labels may be found on
the cooking devices
produced in your
company?
(Please write the most
popular label first and so
on)

Electric cooking stove
1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
Microwave stove
1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
Biomass stove
1) ………………………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………..………; 4) ………………………………..
Coal stove
1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
LPG/PNG stove
1) ……………………………; 2) ……………………………..
3) ……………………………; 4) ……………………………..
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Electric rice cookers

Electric cooking stove
6) What was the total
number of EE products
produced in your
company in the last five
years starting from 2009
to 2013? (If possible)

Microwave stove
LPG/PNG stove
Coal stove
Biomass stove
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2.5 Please provide the information below about fan and washing machine

QUESTION
2) What types of products are produced in your
company?
(Note: you may tick more than one)
3) What is the percentage of each type of
washing machine and fan produced in your
company?
4) What power consumption of the best-selling
washing machine and fan are produced in
your company?

(Note: please rank the size of products based on
the best sold products)

WASHING MACHINE

FAN

 Conventional

 Conventional

 Efficient

 Efficient

 Conventional:_____________%

 Conventional:_______________%

 Efficient: _______________%

 Efficient:_________%

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Rank1:…….. W

Rank1:…….. W

Rank1:…….. W

Rank1:…….. W

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

Rank2:…….. W

Rank2:…….. W

Rank2:…….. W

Rank2:…….. W

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

Rank3:…….. W

Rank3:…….. W

Rank3:…….. W

Rank3:…….. W

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

5) What capacities of the best-selling washing

Efficient:

Efficient:

machine and fan are produced in your

Conventional:

Rank1:……..kg

Conventional:

Rank1:……..inch

company?

Rank1:……..kg

Rank2:……..kg

Rank1:……..inch

Rank2:……..inch

Rank2:……..kg

Rank3:……..kg

Rank2:……..inch

Rank3:……..inch

(Note: please rank the size of products based on Rank3:……..kg

Rank3:……..inch

the best sold products)
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6) If applicable, what energy efficient quality
labels may be found on the product
produced in your company?
(Please write the most popular label first and

1) …………..…; 2) ……………..

1) ……..………; 2) …………….

3) …………..…; 4) …………….

3) …………..…; 4) …………….

so on)
7) What was the total number of EE products
produced in your company in the past five
years starting from 2009 to 3013? (if
possible)

2.6 Please provide the information below about TV, boiling water and iron
QUESTION

TV

WATER BOILER

IRON

 box TV (conventional)
 flat/LED screen (Efficient)

 Conventional
 Efficient

 Conventional
 Efficient

2) What is the percentage
of each type of
product produced in
your company?

 Box TV:_______________%
 flat/LED screen:_________%

 Conventional:______________%
 Efficient: _______________%

 Conventional:___________%
 Efficient: ______________%

3) What sizes/capacities
of the best-selling
products are produced

Box TV:
Rank1:……..inch
Rank2:……..inch

Conventional:
Rank1:……..liter
Rank2:……..liter

1) What types of product
are produced in your
company?
(Note: you may tick more
than one)

Flat screen:
Rank1:……..
inch

Efficient:
Conventional:
Rank1:……..li Rank1:……..W
ter
Rank2:……..W

Efficient:
Rank1:……..W
Rank2:……..W
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in your company?
(Note: please rank the
size of products based on
the best-selling products)
4) If applicable, what
energy efficient
quality labels may be
found on the product
produced in your
company?
(Please write the most
popular label first and so
on)

Rank3:……..inch

Rank2:……..
inch
Rank3:……..
inch

1) ……………..; 2) ……………..
3) …………….; 4) ……………..

Rank3:……..liter

Rank2:……..li Rank3:……..W
ter
Rank3:……..li
ter

1) …………..…; 2) ……………..
3) …………..…; 4) …………….

Rank3:……..W

1) ……..………; 2) …………….
3) …………..…; 4) …………….

5) What was the total
number of EE
products produced in
your company in the
past five years starting
from 2009 to 3013? (if
possible)
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2.7 Please provide the information below about electric water heater and pump

QUESTION

WATER HEATER

PUMP

 Conventional

 Conventional

 Efficient

 Efficient

conventional and efficient in each

 Conventional:_________________%

 Conventional:_________________%

type of product produced in your

 Efficient:_____________________%

 Efficient:_____________________%

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

selling water heaters and pumps

Rank1:…………….W

Rank1:…………….W

Rank1:…………….W

Rank1:…………….W

are produced in your company?

Rank2:…………….W

Rank2:…………….W

Rank2:…………….W

Rank2:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

1) What types of product are
produced in your company?
(Note: can choose more than one)
2) What is the percentage of

company?
8) What capacities of the best-

(Note: please rank the size of
products based on the best sold
products)
3) If applicable, what energy
efficient quality labels may be
found on the product produced in
your company?

1) …………………;

2) ………………………

3) …………………;

4) ………..………..

1) …………………;

2) ………………………

3) …………………;

4) ………..………..

(Please write the most popular label
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first and so on)
4) What was the total number of EE
products produced in your
company in the past five years
starting from 2009 to 3013? (if
possible)
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III) Knowledge and Skill

2.8 Which organization certifies EE products at your company?
 National Government Agency: ……………………………………………………………….
 International Agency: …………………………………………………………………………
 Private Company: ……………………………………………………………………………..
 Other: ………………………………………………………………………………………….
2.9 Does your company provide installing and maintaining services?
 Yes

 No

2.10 How many employees are working in installing and maintaining EE products at your company?
 Less than 2
2–5
5–8
 8 – 10
 More than 10
2.11 How often does your shop train its staff on installing and maintaining EE products?
1)  Every month

2)  Every 3 months

4)  Every year

5)  Other, please specify:

3)  Every 6 months

2.12 What kind of vocational training is offered to installers and to those providing maintenance
services?
 New EE products marketing/selling
 New EE products installation
 New EE products maintenance
 Other, please specify:………………………………………………………………………….
2.13 What is the highest level of education achieved by your technical staff? (can tick more than one)
1)  PhD

2)  Master

3)  Undergraduate

4) Vocational Training

5)  High School

6)  Secondary School

7)  Primary School

8)  Illiteracy

2.14 Promotion for selling EE products of your company? (You can choose more than one!)
 Provide delivery service to buyer
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 Provide maintenance and installation service to buyer
 EE product warrantee
 Other, please specify…………………………………………………………….
2.15 What support has your company got to assist the company to sell EE products? From whom?
 Technical assistance; from whom?......................................................................
 Cooperative advertising funds; from whom?...................................................
 Tax aeduction; from whom? …………………………………………………..
 Subsidy; from whom? ………………………………………………………….
 Financial support; from whom? ……………………………………………….
 Other, please specify:……………………………………………………………
2.16 Do you think that EE products have a potential growth market in the future? Why?
 Yes; Why?.........................................................................................................................
 No; Why? …………………………………………………………………………………
2.17 Does the company have interest in expanding its business in EE products?
 Yes; Why?...............................................................................................................................
 No; Why? ……………………………………………………………………………………
2.18 Who are EE product customers of your company? (you can choose more than one!)
 Wholesaler

 Retailer

 Export Company

 Construction company

 Other, please specify:………………………

2.19 The number of customers, location, and type of EE product sold?
Note: It is difficult to list one by one. To make more easier, enumerator should classifies customers into
groups based on location where those customers are from. For example, if 10 retailers base in the
same location, those retailers should be recorded in one row in the table below.
Type of

Number of

customer

customer

Retailer

10

Location*

B

Type of EE product

Country exported to

sold/exported**

(for export company)

(see type code below)

(see country code***)

1

1
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*Location: where the retailers are from!
**Type code: 1=air conditioning, 2=lighting devices, 3=refrigerator, 4=cooking devices, 5=fan, 6=TV, 7=electric water
heater.
***Country code: 1=Cambodia, 2=China, 3=Brunei, 4=Indonesia, 5=Loa PDR, 6= Malaysia, 7=Singapore, 8=Thailand,
9=Vietnam, 10=Other.

2.20 Knowledge/skills of customers on EE products?
 Very Poor

 Poor

 Moderate

 Good

 Very Good

 Good

 Very Good

2.21 EE product preference of customers?
 Very Poor

 Poor

 Moderate

IV) Barriers
In this section we are going to ask you a question regarding barriers to producing EE products in your
company. The question is about:
“We would like to understand what makes it difficult or easy for the company to produce and sell EE
products”.
Please rate these statements on a five point scale where 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly
agree” (It is recommended that once take a quick look at all options and then for the second time tick the number you
prefer for each options).

Producing and selling EE products is difficult because:
No.

Barriers

Strongly

Strongly

disagree

agree

Don’t
know

1

2

3

4

5

Management
Lack of capital investment in new products
There is a lack of coordination between different sections within
our company
It is difficult to obtain financing for energy efficiency projects
There is a lack of coordination between external organizations
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Benefits of producing energy efficient technologies are not
quantifiable
Uncertainty regarding the quality
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Customers’ behavior
Customers are not familiar with EE technologies
The price is higher compared to non-efficient technologies
Customers don’t care about environment, they care about the price
of EE technology
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of energy efficiency
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Knowledge/Skills
Lack of technical skills required for the development of new EE
products
It is difficult to access to external technical information and
expertise
Lack of skills for adequate marketing of more efficient products
Lack of skills for maintaining and installing EE products
Limited labor availability for maintaining and installing EE
products
Employees in our company do not want to change the way they
work
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of energy efficiency
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Policy
There is a lack of policies, procedures and systems in our company
Insufficient market transparency by the lack of EE labeling
Lack of norms /standards for electrical appliances
Lack of government EE&C policy/strategy
The government does not give financial incentives to produce
energy efficient technology
Environmental policies and legislation relating to EE are weak
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Authorities are not strict in enforcing energy efficiency and
environmental regulations
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

V) What are the main reasons for producing EE technology?
In this section we are going to ask you a question regarding the main reasons for the company to
produce and sell EE products. The question is:
Thinking of why your company has produced and sold EE products, please rate the importance of the
following reasons.
Please rate these statements on a five point scale where 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly
agree” (It is recommended that once take a quick look at all options and then for the second time tick the number you
prefer for each options).

No.

Main reasons

Strongly

Strongly

disagree

agree

Don’t
know

1

2

3

4

5

Environmental Concern
Reduced energy consumption
Reduced greenhouse gas emissions
Reduced other emissions (e.g. SOx, NOx)
Improved overall environmental performance
Improved compliance with corporate environmental targets
Company Reputation and Profitability
Improved product quality
Improved reputation / recognition of the company
Improved health and safety of consumers
Improved compliance with governmental regulations on EE&C
Improved relations with customers
Improved staff pride / morale
Expand business into new areas
Long-term strategy for energy efficiency
Profitable business
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Competition
International competition
Distinguish business from competitors
Consumer attraction
Local competition
Support
Subsidy from government
Tax reduction
NGOs financial support
Technical support from government
Technical support from NGO
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

VI) What is needed to improve the activity of producing EE products?
In this section we are going to ask you a question regarding the activities that could be useful in
assisting companies to produce EE products. The question is:
How the following activities can be useful in assisting your company to produce EE products.
Please rate these statements on a five point scale where 1 is “not useful” and 5 is “very useful” (It is
recommended that once take a quick look at all options and then for the second time tick the number you prefer for each
options).

No.

Useful activities

Not

Very

useful

useful

Don’t
Know

1

2

3

4

5

Training / courses on:
Energy efficient technologies
Environmental / Energy management systems
Cleaner Production (CP) / Energy auditing
Financing Cleaner Production (CP) / energy efficiency projects
Energy and greenhouse gas monitoring / targeting
Kyoto Protocol / Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
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Information on:
Energy efficient technologies
Environmental / Energy management systems
Cleaner Production (CP) / Energy auditing
Financing CP / energy efficiency projects
Energy and greenhouse gas monitoring / targeting
Energy monitoring instruments
Government policies / legislation / fiscal incentives
Benchmarking data
Kyoto Protocol / Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

Others:
Loans / subsidies for energy efficiency technology
Discounted / free expert’s advice
Energy monitoring instruments for hire
Energy efficiency programs to participate in
Directory with energy contacts (technology providers, energy
experts, financers, government agencies etc.)
Software (for energy monitoring, benchmarking etc.)
Industry networks
Newsletters with energy developments
“Energy Fair” (with technology providers, advisors etc.)
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
7.2

VII) Which energy efficiency policy is more effective?
In this section we would like to ask your opinion about various types of energy efficiency policies.
What is your opinion about energy efficiency policies mentioned below?
Please rate these statements on a five point scale where 1 is “very bad” and 5 is “very good” (tick the
number).
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No.

Policy

very

very

bad

good

1

2

3

4

Don’t
know

5

Voluntary Agreements (with specific target)*
Subsidies on EE Research and Development (R&D)
Subsidies on investment on energy efficient technologies
Energy tax with complete recycling of revenue generated**
Energy tax without recycling of revenue generated
Energy standards: technology standards
Energy standards: maximum energy use standards
Energy use reporting by plants and benchmarking
Energy audit and assessment
Information dissemination and demonstration
Research, Development and Dissemination (RD&D)
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

*: Voluntary Agreements defined as “agreements between government and industry to facilitate voluntary actions with desirable energy efficiency
improvement, which are encouraged by the government, to be undertaken by the participants, based on the participants’ self-interest”

**: Recycling of revenue means that the revenue from energy tax will be recycled to industry through other taxes (reduction in other taxes).
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Questionnaire for EE Technology Wholesaler
MECON aims to improve our understanding of the opportunities and barriers to increasing EE
amongst new modern energy consumers in the GMS. The research will establish a robust evidence base
on energy use, EE technologies and policies in the region and will focus on the energy resources and
technologies that are used by new modern energy consumers, including household electricity use for
lighting, heating, cooling, and appliances, as well as fuels for cooking and personal transport, such as
motorbikes.
For this research, we are going to collect the survey to collect the information for Task 2 which
is focused on availability and rollout of energy efficiency technologies for household use electricity for
lighting, heating, cooling, and appliances; fuels for cooking and transport) per participating country.
It should be noted that all the information will be kept highly confidential and will in no way
be tied to you or your company. In order to have a high quality and reliable results for this research, we
will be very grateful if you answer all questions to the best of your ability.
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I) Section I: General Information
Please fill in the table below:
(We would like to know a little bit about your company and yourself)
1) Basic information about your company

Company name: ………………………………...
…………………………………………………..
Address:…………………………………………
…………………………………………………..
Country:
Fax:
Tel:
Website:

2) Short description about your company

……………………………………………………

(products/services):

……………………………………………………

3) Contact information of the respondent:

Name:
Position:
Email:
Fax:
Tel:

4) First year of operation

5) Type of business

 Family business
 Privately owned
 Government owned
 Part of international corporation
 Other, specify:……………………………….

6) Number of employees

 Less than 2
2–5
5–8
 8 – 10
 More than 10
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 Non
7) 7) Main products

1)……………………………………………..

(1=Air Conditioner, 2=TV, 3=Fan, 4=Cooking

2)……………………………………………..

Appliance, 5=Refrigerator, 6=Electric Water

3)……………………………………………..

Heater, 7=Washing Machine, 8=Iron, 9=Water

4)……………………………………………..

Boiler

5)……………………………………………..

II) Energy Efficiency Products
(We would like to know about energy efficient products at your company)
(Interviewer/enumerator should request list of EE products for household sold in the company or collect all EE product
brochures at the company and fulfill in the table below later) (Please see the table below)

2.22 Please provide the information below about air Conditioning
QUESTION
6) What is the type of air
conditioners selling in your shop?
(Note: you may tick more than one)
7) What is the percentage of each
product type sold in your shop?
8) Please list the three best-selling

ANSWER
 Conventional
 Inverter/Efficient
 Conventional:_________________%
 Inverter/Efficient:_____________________%
Conventional:

Inverter/Efficient:

brands of air conditioning in your

Rank1:……………..

Rank1:……………..

shop?

Rank2:……………..

Rank2:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Conventional:

Inverter/Efficient:

air conditioning type selling in

 9000 BTU, Rank:………..

 9000 BTU, Rank:……..

your shop?

 12000 BTU, Rank:…..…..

 12000 BTU, Rank:…....

 15000 BTU, Rank:…..…..

 15000 BTU, Rank:..…..

(Note: please rank the capacity of air  25000 BTU, Rank………..

 15000 BTU, Rank:…....

(Codes: 1=Samsung, 2=Sony,
3=International, 3=Akira,
4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
9) What are the capacities of each
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 Others……………….……

 Others……….…………

Conventional:

Inverter/Efficient:

Rank1:……………..

Rank1:……………..

(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China,

Rank2:……………..

Rank2:……………..

3=Japan, 4=Korea, 5=Malaysia,

Rank3:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Conventional:

Inverter/Efficient:

local and imported air

Local:…………………%

Local:………………%

conditioning products sold in

Imported:……………...%

Imported:…………...%

conditioning type based on the best
sold product)
10)

In which countries are the air

conditioners sold in your shop
produced??

6=Singapore, 7=Thailand,
8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
11)

What is the percentage of

your shop?
12)

If applicable, what energy

efficient quality labels may be
found on the air conditioning

1) …………………………; 2) ……………………………..

products sold in your shop?

3) …………………………; 4) …………………………….

(Please write the most popular label
first and so on)
13)

What was the total number of

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

energy efficient air conditioning
products sold in your shop in the
past five years? (If possible)
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2.23 Please provide the information below about lighting devices
QUESTION

ANSWER

4) What types of lighting

1)  Incandescent light bulbs

devices are sold in your

2)  Fluorescent lamps

shop?

3)  Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs)

(Note: you may tick more than 4)  Light-emitting diode lamps (LED)
one)

5)  Other
1)  Incandescent light bulbs………………………….%

5) What is the percentage of

2)  Fluorescent lamps ………………………….%

each type of lighting

3)  Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs) ……………….%

product sold in your shop?

4)  Light-emitting diode lamps (LED) ……………………….%
5)  Other ………………………….%
Incandescent light bulbs
 40W

6) What is the power of the
best-selling lighting
products in your shop?

 60W

 80 W

100

 Other…

 36W

 40W  Other…

Fluorescent lamps
 17W

 20W

Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs)
 8W

 12W

 15W

 25W

 Other…

 25W

 Other…

Light-emitting diode lamps (LED)
 4W
7) Which countries are the

 7W

 10W

Incandescent

Fluorescent lamps

CFLs:

LED:

lighting products sold in

light bulbs

Rank1:……

Rank1:……

Rank1:……

your shop produced?

Rank1:……

Rank2:……

Rank2:……

Rank2:……

Rank2:……

Rank3:……

Rank3:……

Rank3:……

Fluorescent lamps

CFLs:

LED:

(Codes: 1=Cambodia,

Rank3:……

2=China, 3=Japan, 4=Korea,
5=Malaysia, 6=Singapore,
7=Thailand, 8=Vietnam,
9=Others)
2) What is the percentage of

Incandescent
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local and imported lighting light bulbs
products sold in your

Local:……%

shop?

Imported:……%

3) What was the total number

2009

Local:……%

Local:……%

Local:………%

Imported:……%

Imported:….%

Imported:.......%

2010

2011

2012

2013

of EE lighting products
sold in your shop in the
past five years? (if
possible)

2.24 Please provide the information below about refrigerator
QUESTION
6) What types of fridges are sold in
your shop?
(Note: you may tick more than one)
7) What is the percentage of each
product type sold in your shop?
14)

Please list the three best-

ANSWER
 Conventional
 Efficient
 Conventional:_________________%
 Efficient:_____________________%
Conventional:

Efficient:

selling brands of refrigerators in

Rank1:……………..

Rank1:……………..

your shop?

Rank2:……………..

Rank2:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Conventional:

Efficient:

Rank1:……………..kW/hr

Rank1:……………..kW/hr

(Codes: 1=Samsung, 2=Sony,
3=International, 3=Akira,
4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
8) What are the annual energy
consumption and percentage of
the best-selling refrigerators in
your shop?

:……………….%
Rank2:…………….. kW/hr
:……………...%

(Note: please rank the annual energy

Rank3:…………….. kW/hr

:……………….%
Rank2:…………….. kW/hr
:……………...%
Rank3:…………….. kW/hr
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consumption based on the best sold

:……………..%

:……………..%

product)
(Note: the data can be available on a
product or brochure)
9) What capacities of the best-

Conventional:

Efficient:

selling refrigerators are sold in

Rank1:……………..cu ft.

Rank1:…………….. cu ft.

your shop?

Rank2:……………..cu ft.

Rank2:…………….. cu ft.

Rank3:……………..cu ft.

Rank3:…………….. cu ft.

Conventional:

Efficient:

fridges that are sold in your shop

Rank1:……………..

Rank1:……………..

produced?

Rank2:……………..

Rank2:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Conventional:

Efficient:

local and imported fridges sold in

Local:……………………%

Local:……………………%

your shop?

Imported:………………...%

Imported:………………...%

(Note: please rank the capacity of
fridge type based on the best-selling
product)
(Unit of capacity can be either litres
or cubic feet. It needs to convert to
cubic feet: 100 litres=3.53cubic feet)
10)

In which countries are the

(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China,
3=Japan, 4=Korea, 5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore, 7=Thailand,
8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
11)

What is the percentage of

9) If applicable, what energy
efficient quality labels may be

1) ……………………………; 2) ………………………..
3) ……………………………; 4) ………………………..

found on the product sold in your
shop?
(Please write the most popular label
first and so on)
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12)

What was the total number of

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

EE fridge products sold in your
shop in the past five years? (If
possible)

2.25 Please provide the information below about cooking devices
QUESTION

ANSWER

7) What are the main types
of cooking devices sold

 Electric rice cookers,

 Electric cooking stove

in your shop?

 Microwave stove

 LPG/PNG stove

 Coal stove

 biomass stove

(Note: can choose more
than one)

8) What is the percentage
of each type of cooking
device sold in your
shop?

9) What is the annual
energy consumption of
each type of cooking
devices?
(Note: please rank the
annual energy consumption
based on the best-selling
product)

Electric rice cookers

Electric cooking stove

Conventional:………………%

Conventional:………………%

Efficient:…………………...%

Efficient:…………………...%

Microwave stove

LPG/PNG stove

Conventional:………………%

Conventional:………………%

Efficient:…………………...%

Efficient:…………………...%

Biomass stove

Coal stove

Conventional:………………%

Conventional:………………%

Efficient:…………………...%

Efficient:…………………...%

Electric rice cookers (kWh)

Electric cooking stove (kWh)

Conventional:………………….

Conventional:………………….

Efficient:………………………

Efficient:………………………

Microwave stove (kWh)

LPG/NG stove (kg/hr)

Conventional:………………….

Conventional:………………….

Efficient:………………………

Efficient:………………………

Biomass stove (kg/hr)

LPG stove (kg/hr)

Conventional:………………….

Conventional:………………….

Efficient:………………………

Efficient:………………………
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10)

What is the

efficiency of cooking
devices sold in your
shop?

11)

What is the

percentage of local and
imported cooking
devices sold in your
shop?

Electric rice cookers

Electric cooking stove

Conventional:………………%

Conventional:………………%

Efficient:…………………...%

Efficient:…………………...%

Microwave stove

LPG/PNG stove

Conventional:………………%

Conventional:………………%

Efficient:…………………...%

Efficient:…………………...%

Biomass stove

Coal stove

Conventional:………………%

Conventional:………………%

Efficient:…………………...%

Efficient:…………………...%

Electric rice cookers

Electric cooking stove

Conventional:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Local:………..% Local:………..%

Local:………..%

Local:………..%

Import:……..%

Import:…..…..%

Import:……....%

Efficient:
Import:……..%

Microwave stove
Conventional:

LPG/PNG stove
Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Local:………..% Local:………..%

Local:………..%

Local:………..%

Import:……..%

Import:..……..%

Import:……....%

Import:……...%

Coal stove
Conventional:

12) If applicable, what

Biomass stove
Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Local:………..% Local:………..%

Local:………..%

Local:………..%

Import:……..%

Import:……..%

Import:……..%

Import:……..%

Electric rice cookers

energy efficient quality

1) ………………………………; 2) ………………………………..

labels may be found on

3) ………………………………; 4) ………………………………..

the cooking devices sold

Electric cooking stove

in your shop?

1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..

(Please write the most

Microwave stove

popular label first and so

1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..

on)

3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
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Biomass stove
1) ………………………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………..………; 4) ………………………………..
Coal stove
1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
LPG/PNG stove
1) ……………………………; 2) ……………………………..
3) ……………………………; 4) ……………………………..
Electric rice cookers

Electric cooking stove
13)

What was the total

number of EE products

Microwave stove

sold in your shop in the
last five years starting

LPG/PNG stove

from 2009 to 2013? (If
possible)

Coal stove

Biomass stove
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2.26 Please provide the information below about fan and washing machine
QUESTION
10) What type of products are sold in your
shop?
(Note: you may tick more than one)
11) What is the percentage of each type of

WASHING MACHINE

FAN

 Conventional

 Conventional

 Efficient

 Efficient

 Conventional:_____________%

 Conventional:_______________%

washing machine and fan sold in your shop?  Efficient: _______________%
12) Please list the three best-selling brands of
washing machine and fan in your shop?
(Codes: 1=Samsung, 2=Sony, 3=International,
3=Akira, 4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)

Conventional:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Efficient:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

 Efficient:_________%
Conventional:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Efficient:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

13) In which countries are the fridges that are
sold in your shop produced?

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Rank1:…………….. Rank1:…………….. Rank1:…………….. Rank1:……………..
(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China, 3=Japan,

Rank2:…………….. Rank2:…………….. Rank2:…………….. Rank2:……………..

4=Korea, 5=Malaysia, 6=Singapore,

Rank3:…………….. Rank3:…………….. Rank3:…………….. Rank3:……………..

7=Thailand, 8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
14) What power consumption of the best-selling

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

washing machine and fan are sold in your

Rank1:…….. W

Rank1:…….. W

Rank1:…….. W

Rank1:…….. W

shop?

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

Rank2:…….. W

Rank2:…….. W

Rank2:…….. W

Rank2:…….. W
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(Note: please rank the size of products based on :___________%

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

Rank3:…….. W

Rank3:…….. W

Rank3:…….. W

Rank3:…….. W

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

:___________%

the best sold products)

15) What capacities of the best-selling washing
machine and fan are sold in your shop?

(Note: please rank the size of products based on
the best sold products)
16)

What is the percentage of local and

imported product sold in your shop?
17)

Conventional:
Rank1:……..kg
Rank2:……..kg
Rank3:……..kg

Efficient:
Rank1:……..kg
Rank2:……..kg
Rank3:……..kg

Conventional:
Rank1:……..inch
Rank2:……..inch
Rank3:……..inch

Efficient:
Rank1:……..inch
Rank2:……..inch
Rank3:……..inch

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Local:………%

Local:………%

Local:………..%

Local:………%

Imported:……...%

Imported:……...%

Imported:……...%

Imported:……...%

If applicable, what energy efficient

quality labels may be found on the product
sold in your shop?
(Please write the most popular label first and

1) …………..…; 2) ……………..

1) ……..………; 2) …………….

3) …………..…; 4) …………….

3) …………..…; 4) …………….

so on)
18) What was the total number of EE products
sold in your shop in the past five years
starting from 2009 to 3013? (if possible)
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2.27 Please provide the information below about TV, water boiler and iron
QUESTION

TV

WATER BOILER

IRON

 box TV (conventional)

 Conventional

 Conventional

 flat/LED screen (Efficient)

 Efficient

 Efficient

of each type of

 Box TV:_______________%

 Conventional:______________%

 Conventional:___________%

product sold in your

 flat/LED screen:_________%

 Efficient: _______________%

 Efficient: ______________%

6) What type of product
are sold in your shop?
(Note: can choose more
than one)
7) What is the percentage

shop?
8) What sizes/capacities

Flat screen:

of the best-selling
products are sold in

Box TV:

your shop?

Rank1:……..inch
Rank2:……..inch

(Note: please rank the

Rank3:……..inch

size of products based on

inch
Rank2:……..
inch
Rank3:……..

Efficient:

Rank1:……..li

Rank1:……..W

Conventional:

ter

Rank1:……..liter

Rank2:……..li Rank1:……..W

Rank2:……..liter

ter

Rank3:……..liter

Rank3:……..li Rank3:……..W

Conventional:

Rank2:……..W
Rank3:……..W

Rank2:……..W

ter

inch

the best-selling products)
9) Please list the three

Rank1:……..

Efficient:

Box TV:

Flat screen:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

best-selling brands of

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

TV, water boiler and

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

iron in your shop?

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..
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(Codes: 1=Samsung,
2=Sony, 3=International,
3=Akira, 4=Panasonic,
5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
10) In which countries are

Box TV:

Flat screen:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

the water heaters and

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

Rank1:………..

Rank1:……… Rank1:………..

Rank1:………..

pumps that are sold in

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank2:………..

Rank2:……… Rank2:………..

Rank2:………..

your shop produced?

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:………..

Rank3:……… Rank3:………..

Rank3:………..

Box TV:

Flat screen:

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

percentage of local

Local:………%

Local:……%

Local:………%

Local:……%

Local:………%

Local:………%

and imported product

Import:……...%

Import:…..%

Import:……...%

Import:…...%

Import:……...%

Import:…...%

(Codes: 1=Cambodia,
2=China, 3=Japan,
4=Korea, 5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore,
7=Thailand, 8=Vietnam,
9=Others)
11)

What is the

sold in your shop?
12)

If applicable, what

energy efficient

1) ……………..; 2) ……………..

1) …………..…; 2) ……………..

1) ……..………; 2) …………….

3) …………….; 4) ……………..

3) …………..…; 4) …………….

3) …………..…; 4) …………….
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quality labels may be
found on the product
sold in your shop?
(Please write the most
popular label first and so
on)
13)

What was the total

number of EE
products sold in your
shop in the past five
years starting from
2009 to 3013? (if
possible)

2.28 Please provide the information below about electric water heater and pump
QUESTION
5) What type of product are sold in
your shop?
(Note: can choose more than one)
6) What is the percentage of
conventional and efficient in each
type of product sold in your shop?

WATER HEATER

PUMP

 Conventional

 Conventional

 Efficient

 Efficient

 Conventional:_________________%

 Conventional:_________________%

 Efficient:_____________________%

 Efficient:_____________________%
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7) Please list the three best-selling

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

brands of water heater and pump

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

Rank1:……..

in your shop?

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank2:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Rank3:……..

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

heaters and pumps that are sold in

Rank1:……………..

Rank1:……………..

Rank1:……………..

Rank1:……………..

your shop produced?

Rank2:……………..

Rank2:……………..

Rank2:……………..

Rank2:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Rank3:……………..

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

selling water heaters and pumps

Rank1:…………….W

Rank1:…………….W

Rank1:…………….W

Rank1:…………….W

are sold in your shop?

Rank2:…………….W

Rank2:…………….W

Rank2:…………….W

Rank2:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

Rank3:…………….W

(Codes: 1=Samsung, 2=Sony,
3=International, 3=Akira,
4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
8) In which countries are the water

(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China,
3=Japan, 4=Korea, 5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore, 7=Thailand,
8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
19) What capacities of the best-

(Note: please rank the size of
products based on the best sold
products)
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9) What is the percentage of local

Conventional:

Efficient:

Conventional:

Efficient:

and imported products sold in

Local:………………%

Local:……………%

Local:………………%

Local:……………%

your shop?

Imported:…………...%

Imported:………...%

Imported:…….…...%

Imported:………...%

1) …………………;

2) ………………………

3) …………………;

4) ………..………..

10)

If applicable, what energy

efficient quality labels may be
found on the product sold in your

1) …………………;

2) ………………………

shop?

3) …………………;

4) ………..………..

(Please write the most popular label
first and so on)
11)

What was the total number of

EE products sold in your shop in
the past five years starting from
2009 to 3013? (if possible)
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III) Knowledge and Skill
2.29 Does your company/shop provide installing and maintaining services?
 Yes

 No

2.30 How many employees are working in installing and maintaining EE products at your shop?
 Less than 2
2–5
5–8
 8 – 10
 More than 10
2.31 How often does your company train its staff on installing and maintaining EE products?
1)  Every month

2)  Every 3 months

4)  Every year

5)  Other, specify:

3)  Every 6 months

2.32 What kind of vocational training is offered to installers and to those providing maintenance
services?
 New EE products marketing/selling
 New EE products installation
 New EE products maintenance
 Other, please specify:…………………………………………………………………………
2.33

What is the highest level of education achieved by your technical staff? (can tick more than
one)

2.34

1)  PhD

2)  Master

3)  Undergraduate

4) Vocational Training

5)  High School

6)  Secondary School

7)  Primary School

8)  Illiteracy

Promotion for selling EE products of your company/shop? (You can choose more than one!)
 Provide delivery service to buyer
 Provide maintenance and installation services to buyer
 EE product warrantee
 Other, please specify……………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………..……………………………………..…………………
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2.35

What support has your company/shop got to assist the company/shop to sell EE products?
From whom?
 Technical assistance; from whom?......................................................................
 Cooperative advertising funds; from whom?...................................................
 Tax reduction; from whom? …………………………………………………..
 Subsidy; from whom? ………………………………………………………….
 Financial support; from whom? ……………………………………………….
 Other, please specify:……………………………………………………………………

2.36 Do you think that EE products have a potential growth market in the future? Why?
 Yes; Why?.............................................................................................................................
 No; Why? ……………………………………………………………………………
2.37 Does the company/shop have interest in expanding its business in EE products?
 Yes; Why?..............................................................................................................................
 No; Why? …………………………………………………………………………………
Who are EE product customers of your company? (you can choose more than one!)
 Retailer

 Exporter

 Construction Company

 Other, please specify: ……………………………………………………………………
2.38 Number of customers, location, and type of EE product sold?
Note: It is difficult to list one by one. To make more easier, enumerator should classifies customers into
groups based on location where those customers are from. For example, if 10 retailers base in the
same location, those retailers should be recorded in one row in the table below.
Type of

Number of

customer

customer

Retailer

10

Location*

B

Type of EE product

Country exported to

sold/exported**

(for export company)

(see type code below)

(see country code***)

1

1
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*Location: where the retailers are from!
**Type code: 1=air conditioning, 2=lighting devices, 3=refrigerator, 4=cooking devices, 5=fan, 6=TV,
7=electric water heater.
***Country code: 1=Cambodia, 2=China, 3=Brunei, 4=Indonesia, 5=Loa PDR, 6= Malaysia,
7=Singapore, 8=Thailand, 9=Vietnam, 10=Other.
2.39 Knowledge/skills of customers on EE products?
 Very Poor

 Poor

 Moderate

 Good

 Very Good

 Moderate

 Good

 Very Good

2.40 EE product preference of customers?
 Very Poor

 Poor

IV) Barriers
In this section we would like to ask you about the barriers to selling EE products in your shop.
In particular, we would like to understand what makes it difficult or easy for the shop to sell EE
products”.
Please rank the following on a five point scale where 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly
agree” (It is recommended that once take a quick look at all options and then for the second time tick
the number you prefer for each options).
Selling EE products is difficult because:
No.

Barriers

Strongly

Strongly

disagree

agree

Don’t
know

1

2

3

4

5

Management
There is a lack of coordination between different sections within
our company
There is a lack of coordination between external organizations
Benefits of selling energy efficient technologies are not
quantifiable
Uncertainty regarding the quality
…………………………………………..…………………………..
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………………………………………………..……………………..
Customers’ behavior
Customers are not familiar with EE technologies
The price is higher compared to non-efficient technologies
Customers don’t care about environment, they care about the price
of EE technology
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of energy efficiency
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Knowledge/Skills
It is difficult to access to external technical information and
expertise
Lack of skills for adequate marketing of more efficient products
Lack of skills for maintaining and installing EE products
Limited labor availability for maintaining and installing EE
products
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of energy efficiency
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Policy
There is a lack of policies, procedures and systems in our company
Insufficient market transparency by the lack of EE labeling
Lack of norms /standards for electrical appliances
Lack of government EE&C policy/strategy
The government does not provide financial incentives to
selling/importing/utilizing of energy efficient technology
Environmental policies and legislation relating to EE are weak
Authorities are not strict in enforcing energy efficiency and
environmental regulations
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

V)) What are the main reasons for selling EE technology?
In this section we would like to ask you about the main reasons your company/shop sells energy
efficient products:
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Thinking of why your company has sold EE products, please rank the importance of each of the
following, where. 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly agree” (It is recommended that once take a
quick look at all options and then for the second time tick the number you prefer for each options).

No.

Main reasons

Strongly

Strongly

disagree

agree

Don’t
know

1

2

3

4

5

Environmental Concern
Reduced energy consumption
Reduced greenhouse gas emissions
Reduced other emissions (e.g. SOx, NOx)
Improved overall environmental performance
Improved compliance with corporate environmental targets
Company Reputation and Profitability
Improved reputation / recognition of the company
Improved health and safety of consumers
Improved compliance with governmental regulations on EE&C
Improved relations with customers
Improved staff pride / morale
Expand business into new areas
Long-term strategy for energy efficiency
Profitable business
Competition
International competition
Distinguish business from competitors
Consumer attraction
Local competition
Support
Subsidy from government
Tax reduction
NGOs financial support
Technical support from government
Technical support from NGO
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Technical support from EE product producer
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

VI) What is needed to improve the activity of selling EE products?
In this section we would like to ask you about the activities that might help your company/shop to sell
EE products.
Please rank these following on a five point scale where 1 is “not useful” and 5 is “very useful” (It is
recommended that once take a quick look at all options and then for the second time tick the number
you prefer for each options).

No.

Useful activities

Not

Very

useful

useful

Don’t
Know

1

2

3

4

5

Training courses on:
Energy efficient technologies
Environmental / Energy management systems
Kyoto Protocol / Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
Maintenance and installation of EE products
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

Information on:
Energy efficient technologies/benefit

?

Environmental / Energy management systems

?

Energy monitoring instruments

?

Government policies / legislation / fiscal incentives

?

Benchmarking data

?

Kyoto Protocol / Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

?

…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

Others:
Loans / subsidies for energy efficiency technology
Discounted / free expert’s advice
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Energy efficiency programs to participate in
Directory with energy contacts (technology providers, energy
experts, financers, government agencies etc.)
EE product business networks
Newsletters with energy developments
“Energy Fair” (with technology providers, advisors etc.)
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
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Questionnaire for EE Technology Retailer
MECON aims to improve our understanding of the opportunities and barriers to increasing EE
amongst new modern energy consumers in the GMS. The research will establish a robust evidence base
on energy use, EE technologies and policies in the region and will focus on the energy resources and
technologies that are used by new modern energy consumers, including household electricity use for
lighting, heating, cooling, and appliances, as well as fuels for cooking and personal transport, such as
motorbikes.
For this research, we are going to collect the survey to collect the information for Task 2 which
is focused on availability and rollout of energy efficiency technologies for household use electricity for
lighting, heating, cooling, and appliances; fuels for cooking and transport) per participating country.
It should be noted that all the information will be kept highly confidential and will in no way
be tied to you or your company. In order to have a high quality and reliable results for this research, we
will be very grateful if you answer all questions to the best of your ability.
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I) Section I: General Information
Please fill in the table below:
(We would like to know a little bit about your shop and yourself)
1) Basic information about your shop
Shop name: ……………………………………..
…………………………………………….........
Address:…………………………………………
…………………………………………………..
Country:
Fax:
Tel:
Website:
2) Short description about your company ……………………………………………………
(products/services):
……………………………………………………
3) Contact information of the respondent:
Name:
Position:
Email:
Fax:
Tel:
4) First year of operation
 Family business
 Privately owned
 Government owned
 Part of international corporation
 Other, specify:……………………………….
6) Number of employees
 Less than 2
2–5
5–8
 8 – 10
 More than 10
 Non
7) Main products
1)……………………………………………..
(1=Air Conditioner, 2=TV, 3=Fan, 4=Cooking 2)……………………………………………..
Appliance, 5=Refrigerator, 6=Electric Water 3)……………………………………………..
Heater, 7=Washing Machine, 8=Iron, 9=Water 4)……………………………………………..
Boiler
5)……………………………………………..
5) Type of business
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II) Energy Efficiency Products
(We would like to know about energy efficient products at your shop)
(Interviewer/enumerator should request list of EE products for household sold in the company or collect all EE product
brochures at the shop and fulfil in the table below later) (Please see the table below)

2.41 Please provide the information below about air Conditioning
QUESTION
ANSWER
15)
What is the type of air
 Conventional
conditioners selling in your shop?
 Inverter/Efficient
(Note: can choose more than one)
16)
What is the percentage of
 Conventional:_________________%
each product type sold in your
 Inverter/Efficient:_____________________%
shop?
17)
Please list the three bestConventional:
Inverter/Efficient:
selling brands of air conditioning Rank1:……………..
Rank1:……………..
in your shop?
Rank2:……………..
Rank2:……………..
(Codes:
1=Samsung,
2=Sony, Rank3:……………..
Rank3:……………..
3=International,
3=Akira,
4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
18)
What are the capacities of
Conventional:
Inverter/Efficient:
each air conditioning type selling
 9000 BTU, Rank:………..
 9000 BTU, Rank:……..
in your shop?
 12000 BTU, Rank:…..…..
 12000 BTU, Rank:…....
 15000 BTU, Rank:…..…..
 15000 BTU, Rank:..…..
(Note: please rank the capacity of air
 25000 BTU, Rank………..  15000 BTU, Rank:…....
conditioning type based on the best
 Others……………….……  Others……….…………
sold product)
19)
In which countries are the air
conditioners sold in your shop
produced??
Conventional:
Inverter/Efficient:
Rank1:……………..
Rank1:……………..
(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China, Rank2:……………..
Rank2:……………..
3=Japan, 4=Korea, 5=Malaysia, Rank3:……………..
Rank3:……………..
6=Singapore,
7=Thailand,
8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
20)
What is the percentage of
Conventional:
Inverter/Efficient:
local and imported air
Local:…………………%
Local:………………%
conditioning products sold in
Imported:……………...%
Imported:…………...%
your shop?
21)
If applicable, what energy
efficient quality labels may be
1) …………………………; 2) ……………………………..
found on the air conditioning
products sold in your shop?
3) …………………………; 4) …………………………….
(Please write the most popular label
first and so on)
2010
2011
2012
2013
22)
What was the total number of 2009
energy efficient air conditioning
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products sold in your shop in the
past five years? (If possible)
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2.42 Please provide the information below about lighting devices
QUESTION
ANSWER
8) What types of lighting
1)  Incandescent light bulbs
devices are sold in your
2)  Fluorescent lamps
shop?
3)  Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs)
(Note: you may tick more than 4)  Light-emitting diode lamps (LED)
one)
5)  Other
1)  Incandescent light bulbs………………………….%
9) What is the percentage of
2)  Fluorescent lamps ………………………….%
each type of lighting
3)  Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs) ……………….%
product sold in your shop? 4)  Light-emitting diode lamps (LED) ……………………….%
5)  Other ………………………….%
Incandescent light bulbs
 40W
 60W
 80 W
100
 Other…
Fluorescent lamps
10)
What is the power of
 17W
 20W
 36W
 40W  Other…
the best-selling lighting
Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs (CFLs)
products in your shop?
 8W
 12W
 15W
 25W  Other…
Light-emitting diode lamps (LED)
 4W
 7W
 10W
 25W  Other…
11)
Which countries are
Incandescent
Fluorescent lamps CFLs:
LED:
the lighting products sold
light bulbs
Rank1:……
Rank1:……
Rank1:……
in your shop produced?
Rank1:……
Rank2:……
Rank2:……
Rank2:……
Rank2:……
Rank3:……
Rank3:……
Rank3:……
(Codes:
1=Cambodia, Rank3:……
2=China, 3=Japan, 4=Korea,
5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore,
7=Thailand,
8=Vietnam,
9=Others)
4) What is the percentage of
Incandescent
Fluorescent lamps CFLs:
LED:
local and import lighting
light bulbs
Local:……%
Local:……%
Local:………%
products sold in your
Local:……%
Imported:……%
Imported:….% Imported:.......%
shop?
Imported:……%
5) What was the total number 2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
of EE lighting products
sold in your shop in the
past five years?
(if possible)

2.43 Please provide the information below about refrigerator
QUESTION
ANSWER
13)
What types of fridges are sold
 Conventional
in your shop?
 Efficient
(Note: you may tick more than one)
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14)
What is the percentage of
each product type sold in your
shop?
23)
Please list the three bestselling brands of refrigerators in
your shop?

 Conventional:_________________%
 Efficient:_____________________%
Conventional:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

(Codes:
1=Samsung,
2=Sony,
3=International,
3=Akira,
4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
15)
What are the annual energy
Conventional:
consumption and percentage of
Rank1:……………..kW/hr
the best-selling refrigerators in
:……………….%
your shop?
Rank2:…………….. kW/hr
:……………...%
(Note: please rank the annual energy Rank3:…………….. kW/hr
consumption based on the best sold
:……………..%
product)
(Note: the data can be available on a
product or brochure)
16)
What capacities of the bestConventional:
selling refrigerators are sold in
Rank1:……………..cu ft.
your shop?
Rank2:……………..cu ft.
Rank3:……………..cu ft.
(Note: please rank the capacity of
fridge type based on the best-selling
product)
(Unit of capacity can be either litres
or cubic feet. It needs to convert to
cubic feet: 100 litres=3.53cubic feet)
17)
In which countries are the
Conventional:
fridges that are sold in your shop Rank1:……………..
produced?
Rank2:……………..
(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China, Rank3:……………..
3=Japan, 4=Korea, 5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore,
7=Thailand,
8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
18)
What is the percentage of
Conventional:
local and imported fridges sold in Local:……………………%
your shop?
Imported:………………...%
20)
If applicable, what energy
efficient quality labels may be
found on the product sold in your
shop?

Efficient:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Efficient:
Rank1:……………..kW/hr
:……………….%
Rank2:…………….. kW/hr
:……………...%
Rank3:…………….. kW/hr
:……………..%

Efficient:
Rank1:…………….. cu ft.
Rank2:…………….. cu ft.
Rank3:…………….. cu ft.

Efficient:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Efficient:
Local:……………………%
Imported:………………...%

1) ……………………………; 2) ………………………..
3) ……………………………; 4) ………………………..
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(Please write the most popular label
first and so on)
19)
What was the total number of
EE fridge products sold in your
shop in the past five years? (If
possible)

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2.44 Please provide the information below about cooking devices
QUESTION
ANSWER
14)
What are the main
types of cooking devices  Electric rice cookers,
 Electric cooking stove
sold in your shop?
 Microwave stove
 LPG/PNG stove
(Note: can choose more  Coal stove
 biomass stove
than one)
Electric rice cookers
Electric cooking stove
Conventional:………………%
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%
Efficient:…………………...%
15)
What is the
Microwave stove
LPG/PNG stove
percentage of each type
Conventional:………………%
Conventional:………………%
of cooking device sold in
Efficient:…………………...%
Efficient:…………………...%
your shop?
Biomass stove
Coal stove
Conventional:………………%
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%
Efficient:…………………...%
Electric rice cookers (kWh)
Electric cooking stove (kWh)
16)
What is the annual
Conventional:………………….
Conventional:………………….
energy consumption of
Efficient:………………………
Efficient:………………………
each type of cooking
Microwave stove (kWh)
LPG/NG stove (kg/hr)
devices?
Conventional:………………….
Conventional:………………….
(Note: please rank the
Efficient:………………………
Efficient:………………………
annual energy consumption
Biomass stove (kg/hr)
LPG stove (kg/hr)
based on the best-selling
Conventional:………………….
Conventional:………………….
product)
Efficient:………………………
Efficient:………………………
Electric rice cookers
Electric cooking stove
Conventional:………………%
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%
Efficient:…………………...%
17)
What is the
Microwave stove
LPG/PNG stove
efficiency of cooking
Conventional:………………%
Conventional:………………%
devices sold in your
Efficient:…………………...%
Efficient:…………………...%
shop?
Biomass stove
Coal stove
Conventional:………………%
Conventional:………………%
Efficient:…………………...%
Efficient:…………………...%
Electric rice cookers
Electric cooking stove
18)
What is the
percentage of local and Conventional:
Efficient:
Conventional:
Efficient:
imported cooking
Local:………..% Local:………..% Local:………..%
Local:………..%
devices sold in your
Import:……..% Import:……..%
Import:…..…..%
Import:……....%
shop?
Microwave stove
LPG/PNG stove
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Conventional:
Efficient:
Conventional:
Efficient:
Local:………..% Local:………..% Local:………..%
Local:………..%
Import:……..% Import:……...%
Import:..……..%
Import:……....%
Coal stove
Biomass stove
Conventional:
Efficient:
Conventional:
Efficient:
Local:………..% Local:………..% Local:………..%
Local:………..%
Import:……..% Import:……..%
Import:……..%
Import:……..%
Electric rice cookers
1) ………………………………; 2) ………………………………..
3) ………………………………; 4) ………………………………..
Electric cooking stove
1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
19) If applicable, what
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
energy efficient quality
Microwave stove
labels may be found on
1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
the cooking devices sold
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
in your shop?
Biomass stove
1) ………………………..……; 2) ………………………………..
(Please write the most
3) ……………………..………; 4) ………………………………..
popular label first and so
Coal stove
on)
1) ………….……………..……; 2) ………………………………..
3) ……………………...………; 4) ………………………………..
LPG/PNG stove
1) ……………………………; 2) ……………………………..
3) ……………………………; 4) ……………………………..
Electric rice cookers

20)
What was the total
number of EE products
sold in your shop in the
last five years starting
from 2009 to 2013? (If
possible)

Electric cooking stove
Microwave stove
LPG/PNG stove
Coal stove
Biomass stove
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2.45 Please provide the information below about fan and washing machine
QUESTION
WASHING MACHINE
21) What type of products are sold in your
 Conventional
shop?
 Efficient
(Note: you may tick more than one)
22) What is the percentage of each type of
 Conventional:_____________%
washing machine and fan sold in your shop?  Efficient: _______________%
23) Please list the three best-selling brands of
Efficient:
Conventional:
washing machine and fan in your shop?
Rank1:……..
Rank1:……..
(Codes: 1=Samsung, 2=Sony, 3=International,
Rank2:……..
Rank2:……..
3=Akira, 4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
Rank3:……..
Rank3:……..
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
24) In which countries are the fridges that are
sold in your shop produced?
Conventional:
Efficient:
Rank1:…………….. Rank1:……………..
(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China, 3=Japan, Rank2:…………….. Rank2:……………..
4=Korea,
5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore, Rank3:…………….. Rank3:……………..
7=Thailand, 8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
Conventional:
Efficient:
25) What power consumption of the best-selling
Rank1:…….. W
Rank1:…….. W
washing machine and fan are sold in your
:___________%
:___________%
shop?
Rank2:…….. W
Rank2:…….. W
:___________%
:___________%
(Note: please rank the size of products based on
Rank3:…….. W
Rank3:…….. W
the best sold products)
:___________%
:___________%
26) What capacities of the best-selling washing
Efficient:
Conventional:
machine and fan are sold in your shop?
Rank1:……..kg
Rank1:……..kg
Rank2:……..kg
Rank2:……..kg
(Note: please rank the size of products based on
Rank3:……..kg
Rank3:……..kg
the best sold products)
Conventional:
Efficient:
27)
What is the percentage of local and
Local:………%
Local:………%
imported product sold in your shop?
Imported:……...%
Imported:……...%

FAN
 Conventional
 Efficient
 Conventional:_______________%
 Efficient:_________%
Efficient:
Conventional:
Rank1:……..
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..
Rank3:……..
Conventional:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Efficient:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Conventional:
Rank1:…….. W
:___________%
Rank2:…….. W
:___________%
Rank3:…….. W
:___________%

Efficient:
Rank1:…….. W
:___________%
Rank2:…….. W
:___________%
Rank3:…….. W
:___________%
Efficient:
Rank1:……..inch
Rank2:……..inch
Rank3:……..inch

Conventional:
Rank1:……..inch
Rank2:……..inch
Rank3:……..inch
Conventional:
Local:………..%
Imported:……...%

Efficient:
Local:………%
Imported:……...%
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28)
If applicable, what energy efficient
quality labels may be found on the product
1) …………..…; 2) ……………..
sold in your shop?
3) …………..…; 4) …………….
(Please write the most popular label first and
so on)
29) What was the total number of EE products
sold in your shop in the past five years
starting from 2009 to 3013? (if possible)

1) ……..………; 2) …………….
3) …………..…; 4) …………….

2.46 Please provide the information below about TV, water boiler and iron
QUESTION
TV
WATER BOILER
14) What type of product
are sold in your shop?  box TV (conventional)
 Conventional
(Note: can choose more  flat/LED screen (Efficient)
 Efficient
than one)
15)
What is the
percentage of each
 Box TV:_______________%
 Conventional:______________%
type of product sold in  flat/LED screen:_________%
 Efficient: _______________%
your shop?
16) What sizes/capacities
Efficient:
Flat screen:
of the best-selling
Rank1:……..li
Rank1:……..
products are sold in
Box TV:
Conventional:
ter
inch
your shop?
Rank1:……..inch
Rank1:……..liter
Rank2:……..li
Rank2:……..
Rank2:……..inch
Rank2:……..liter
ter
inch
(Note: please rank the Rank3:……..inch
Rank3:……..liter
Rank3:……..li
Rank3:……..
size of products based on
ter
inch
the best-selling products)
17) Please list the three
Box TV:
Flat screen:
Conventional:
Efficient:
best-selling brands of Rank1:……..
Rank1:…….. Rank1:……..
Rank1:……..
TV, water boiler and
Rank2:……..
Rank2:…….. Rank2:……..
Rank2:……..
iron in your shop?
Rank3:……..
Rank3:…….. Rank3:……..
Rank3:……..
(Codes:
1=Samsung,
2=Sony, 3=International,

IRON
 Conventional
 Efficient
 Conventional:___________%
 Efficient: ______________%

Conventional:
Rank1:……..W
Rank2:……..W
Rank3:……..W

Conventional:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Efficient:
Rank1:……..W
Rank2:……..W
Rank3:……..W

Efficient:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..
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3=Akira, 4=Panasonic,
5=LG,
6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
18) In which countries are
the water heaters and
pumps that are sold in
your shop produced?
(Codes:
1=Cambodia,
2=China,
3=Japan,
4=Korea,
5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore,
7=Thailand, 8=Vietnam,
9=Others)
19)
What is the
percentage of local
and imported product
sold in your shop?
20)
If applicable, what
energy efficient
quality labels may be
found on the product
sold in your shop?
(Please write the most
popular label first and so
on)
21)
What was the total
number of EE
products sold in your
shop in the past five
years starting from
2009 to 3013? (if
possible)

Box TV:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Flat screen:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Conventional:
Rank1:………..
Rank2:………..
Rank3:………..

Efficient:
Rank1:………
Rank2:………
Rank3:………

Conventional:
Rank1:………..
Rank2:………..
Rank3:………..

Efficient:
Rank1:………..
Rank2:………..
Rank3:………..

Box TV:
Local:………%
Import:……...%

Flat screen:
Local:……%
Import:…..%

Conventional:
Local:………%
Import:……...%

Efficient:
Local:……%
Import:…...%

Conventional:
Local:………%
Import:……...%

Efficient:
Local:………%
Import:…...%

1) ……………..; 2) ……………..
3) …………….; 4) ……………..

1) …………..…; 2) ……………..
3) …………..…; 4) …………….

1) ……..………; 2) …………….
3) …………..…; 4) …………….
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2.47 Please provide the information below about electric water heater and pump
QUESTION
WATER HEATER
12)
What type of product are sold
 Conventional
in your shop?
 Efficient
(Note: can choose more than one)

PUMP
 Conventional
 Efficient

13)
What is the percentage of
 Conventional:_________________%
conventional and efficient in each
 Efficient:_____________________%
type of product sold in your shop?

 Conventional:_________________%
 Efficient:_____________________%

14)
Please list the three bestselling brands of water heater and
pump in your shop?
(Codes: 1=Samsung, 2=Sony,
3=International, 3=Akira,
4=Panasonic, 5=LG, 6=Philips,
7=Toshiba, 8=Others)
15)
In which countries are the
water heaters and pumps that are
sold in your shop produced?
(Codes: 1=Cambodia, 2=China,
3=Japan, 4=Korea, 5=Malaysia,
6=Singapore, 7=Thailand,
8=Vietnam, 9=Others)
30) What capacities of the bestselling water heaters and pumps
are sold in your shop?

Conventional:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Efficient:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Conventional:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Efficient:
Rank1:……..
Rank2:……..
Rank3:……..

Conventional:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Efficient:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Conventional:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Efficient:
Rank1:……………..
Rank2:……………..
Rank3:……………..

Conventional:
Rank1:…………….W
Rank2:…………….W
Rank3:…………….W

Efficient:
Rank1:…………….W
Rank2:…………….W
Rank3:…………….W

Conventional:
Rank1:…………….W
Rank2:…………….W
Rank3:…………….W

Efficient:
Rank1:…………….W
Rank2:…………….W
Rank3:…………….W

(Note: please rank the size of
products based on the best sold
products)
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16)
What is the percentage of
local and imported products sold
in your shop?
17)
If applicable, what energy
efficient quality labels may be
found on the product sold in your
shop?
(Please write the most popular label
first and so on)
18)
What was the total number of
EE products sold in your shop in
the past five years starting from
2009 to 3013? (if possible)

Conventional:
Local:………………%
Imported:…………...%
1) …………………;
3) …………………;

Efficient:
Local:……………%
Imported:………...%
2) ………………………
4) ………..………..

Conventional:
Local:………………%
Imported:…….…...%
1) …………………;
3) …………………;

Efficient:
Local:……………%
Imported:………...%
2) ………………………
4) ………..………..
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III) Knowledge and Skill
2.48 Does your company/shop provide installing and maintaining services?
 Yes
 No
2.49 How many employees are working in installing and maintaining EE products at your shop?
 Less than 2
2–5
5–8
 8 – 10
 More than 10
2.50
How often does your shop train its staff on installing and maintaining EE products?
1)  Every month
2)  Every 3 months
3)  Every 6 months
4)  Every year
5)  Other, specify:
2.51 What kind of vocational training is offered to installers and to those providing maintenance
services?
 New EE products marketing/selling
 New EE products installation
 New EE products maintenance
 Other, please specify:………………………………………………………………………
2.52 What is the highest level of education achieved by your technical staff? (can tick more than
one)
1)  PhD
2)  Masters
3)  Undergraduate
4)  Vocational Training
5)  High School
6)  Secondary School
7)  Primary School
8)  Illiterate
2.53 Promotion for selling EE products of your company/shop? (You can choose more than one!)
 Provide delivery service to buyer
 Provide maintenance and installation services to buyer
 EE product warrantee

Other,
please
specify:
…………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
.
2.54 What support has your company/shop received to assist the company/shop to sell EE products?
From whom?
 Technical assistance; from whom? ......................................................................
 Cooperative advertising funds; from whom?. ..................................................
 Tax reduction; from whom? …………………………………………………..
 Subsidy; from whom? ………………………………………………………….
 Financial support; from whom? ……………………………………………….
 Other, please specify:……………………………………………………………………
2.55 Do you think that EE products have a potential growth market in the future? Why?
Yes;
Why?...................................................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………………
No;
Why?………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
2.56 Does the company/shop have interest in expanding its business in EE products?
Yes;
Why?...................................................................................................................................
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
No;
Why? ………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
2.57 Who are EE product customers of your company? (You can choose more than one!)
 Household
 Other retailers
Other,
specify: ……………………………………………………………………………….
2.58 Knowledge/skills of customers on EE products?
 Very Poor
 Poor
 Moderate
 Good
 Very Good
2.59 EE product preference of customers?
 Very Poor
 Poor
 Moderate
 Good
 Very Good
IV) Barriers
In this section we would like to ask you about the barriers to selling EE products in your shop.
In particular, we would like to understand what makes it difficult or easy for the shop to sell EE
products”.
Please rank the following on a five point scale where 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly
agree” (It is recommended that once take a quick look at all options and then for the second time
tick the number you prefer for each options).
Selling EE products is difficult because:
7.3

No.

Barriers

Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5

Don’t
know

Management
There is a lack of coordination between different sections within
our shop
There is a lack of coordination between external organizations
Benefits of selling energy efficient technologies are not quantifiable
Uncertainty regarding the quality
…………………………………………..…………………………..
Customers’ behavior
Customers are not familiar with EE technologies
The price is higher compared to non-efficient technologies
Customers don’t care about environment, they care about the price
of EE technology
There is a lack of awareness of the importance of energy efficiency
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Knowledge/Skills
It is difficult to access to external technical information and
expertise
Lack of skills for adequate marketing of more efficient products
Lack of skills for maintaining and installing EE products
Limited labor availability for maintaining and installing EE
products
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Policy
There is a lack of policies, procedures and systems in our shop
Insufficient market transparency by the lack of EE labeling
Lack of norms /standards for electrical appliances
Lack of government EE&C policy/strategy
The government does not provide financial incentives to
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production/importation/utilization of energy efficient technology
Environmental policies and legislation relating to EE are weak
Authorities are not strict in enforcing energy efficiency and
environmental regulations
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

V)) What are the main reasons for selling EE technology?
In this section we would like to ask you about the main reasons your company/shop sells energy
efficient products.:
Thinking of why your company has sold EE products, please rank the importance of each of the
following, where. 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly agree” (It is recommended that once take a
quick look at all options and then for the second time tick the number you prefer for each options).
Strongly
disagree
No.
Main reasons
1
2 3 4
Environmental Concern
Reduced energy consumption
Reduced greenhouse gas emissions
Reduced other emissions (e.g. SOx, NOx)
Improved overall environmental performance
Improved compliance with corporate environmental targets
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Company Reputation and Profitability
Improved reputation / recognition of the shop
Improved health and safety of consumers
Improved compliance with governmental regulations on EE&C
Improved relations with customers
Improved staff pride / morale
Expand business into new areas
Long-term strategy for energy efficiency
Profitable business
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Competition
Local competition
Distinguish business from competitors
Consumer attraction
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
Support
Subsidy from government
Tax reduction
NGOs financial support
Technical support from government
Technical support from NGO
Technical support from EE product producer
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

Strongly
agree
5

Don’t
know

VI) What is needed to improve the activity of selling EE products?
In this section we would like to ask you about the activities that might help your company/shop to
sell EE products.
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Please rank these following on a five point scale where 1 is “not useful” and 5 is “very useful” (It is
recommended that once take a quick look at all options and then for the second time tick the number you prefer for each
options).

Useful activities

No.

Not
useful
1

2

3

4

Very
useful
5

Don’t
Know

Training courses on:
Energy efficient technologies/benefit
Environmental / Energy management systems
Kyoto Protocol / Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
Maintenance and installation of EE products
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

Information on:
Energy efficient technologies
Environmental / Energy management systems
Energy monitoring instruments
Government policies / legislation / fiscal incentives
Benchmarking data
Kyoto Protocol / Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..

Others:
Loans / subsidies for energy efficiency technology
Discounted / free expert’s advice
Energy efficiency programs to participate in
Directory with energy contacts (technology providers, energy
experts, financers, government agencies etc.)
EE product business networks
Newsletters with energy developments
“Energy Fair” (with technology providers, advisors etc.)
…………………………………………..…………………………..
………………………………………………..……………………..
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